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U.S. Senate candidates Steve Henry, Scotty Baesler and Charlie Owen squared off in a forum Monday in
the MSU Curris Center Theater. A crowd of about 75 attended the event.

STATE

Man accepts
lesser charges
PARRIS ISLAND, S.C. (AP)
— A Kentucky man has
pleaded guilty to lesser
charges in connection with the
beating of a fellow Marine at
Fort Knox, but he has denied
trying to injure the Marine.
Pvt. Jacob Isaacs acknowledged Monday that he conspired with Pvt. John R. Clough
of Lewisburg, Pa , to punch
Pvt. Maciej Lugowski. Isaacs
also pleaded guilty to battery
and admitted trying to provoke
Lugowski to fight.
But Isaacs has pleaded innocent to the most serious
charges — maiming, conspiring
to main, aggravated assault
and hazing.
Those charges are expected
to be the focus when the general court-martial of Isaacs reconvenes today. Prosecutors
allege that Isaacs conspired
with other Marines to seriously
injure Lugowski, who was hospitalized and lost his spleen after the beating.
Lugowski is expected to testify during the court-martial as
are former Marines Juan Carrillo and Michael Morrison. Carrillo and Morrison pleaded
guilty last month to assault and
hazing charges. Morrison was
sentenced to 15 months in
prison and Carrillo was sentenced to 30 months.
As punishment for the
charges to which he pleaded
guilty, Isaacs could get 18
months in the brig, a badconduct discharge, and be
forced to forfeit all pay and
be
Isaac's defense attorney,
Maj. Bill Weber, argued the
hazing charges against his
client should be dropped because the Marines didn't properly publicize last June's order
by a corps' commandant banning hazing.

Candidates trade barbs
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
With less than 30 days left
before the May 26 Democratic
primary, the three top U.S. Senate hopefuls squared off
Monday in what will probably
be their only full-scale debate
of the campaign.
And Monday's event in the
MSU Curris Center and sponsored by the Purchase area
chambers of commerce, was
definitely full-scale as all three
Looks turns twisting each
other.
Lt. Gov. Steve Henry
pressed Louisville businessman Charlie Owen to release
his tax returns. Owen prodded
U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler on a
balanced budget vote, while
Baesler chided Henry for failing to take the lead on Kentucky's health care reform

efforts.
While Baesler holds a comfortable lead in the polls, both
Owen and Henry are hopeful
of catching Baesler. Owen is
counting on massive television
advertising paying off in the
last month, while Henry is
touting his endorsements from
key labor unions and his ties
to Gov. Paul Patton.
All three candidates are
spending considerable time in
the 1st District, as political observers believe the district may
be a key battleground in the
race.
The winner will likely face
Republican U.S. Rep. Jim
Bunning in the fall for the seat
being vacated by the retirement of U.S. Sen. Wendell
Ford.
Baesler, who is the only tobacco grower in Washington,

is counting on his farming
background and his days as a
basketball player at the University of Kentucky to play
well in the 1st District.
He cited his record as a congressman in Monday's debate.
"This race has to be about
who can do what in Washington," Baesler said.
He touted his tough votes on
budget, a coming vote this
weekend to raise grant money
for federal education and his
strong support of tobacco.
"On tobacco legislation,
we're going to win this fight,
because we're going to make
sure the farmer is taken care
of," Baesler said.
Baesler also said his vote in
support of NAFTA was wrong.
"I voted for that bill because

A Murray man is charged with
attempted murder of a police officer for allegedly backing over a
state trooper's arm in a stolen
truck at the end of a two-hour
chase.
Jody B. Tucker, 21, remained
in the Livingston County Jail
Tuesday morning without bail on
additional felony charges of firstdegree wanton endangerment (police officer) and theft more than
$300.
Tucker reportedly backed over
Trooper Kevin Pelphrey Monday
afternoon after Pelphrey and
Trooper Steve Bryan had the
truck cornered in a Livingston
County field.
Tucker, who was driving a
Chevrolet Blazer stolen from
Quality Motors in Paducah, was
arrested after he backed into the
trooper and a patrol car and

stalled out in the muddy field.
Pelphrey was later released
from Lourdes Hospital in Paducah after being treated for minor
injuries.
Monday's chase began about 3
p.m. when Benton officers began
following a rare Chevrolet Camaro reportedly stolen from a
Dresden, Tenn., business. They
later lost track of the car.
Tucker allegedly stopped at
Quality Motors, asked to take the
Blazer for a test drive, then
tricked the salesman into getting
out in Ledbetter, according to a
state police report.
Tucker then put gas in the
truck at a Livingston County convenience store and drove off
without paying, the report said. A
Livingston County Disaster &
Emergency Services vehicle notified Livingston County Sheriff's
• See Page 2

• See Page 2

Lawmakers call for session
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The United Mine Workers of
America is calling for improvements in working conditions for
coal miners following a newspaper series about black-lung
disease.
The union will hold a news
conference Thursday in Frankfort
at which President Cecil Roberts
also is expected to urge the Kentucky General Assembly to reform the state's new workers'
compensation law.
Two eastern Kentucky lawmakers called Monday for a special legislative session to address
problems in the law reported by
The Courier-Journal in a series of
articles that began last week.
One of the findings in the series was that changes to the

workers' compensation law in
1996 have made it all but impossible for miners with black lung
to claim work-related disability
and qualify for benefits.
Only five of the 538 miners
who applied for black-lung benefits during the law's first year
were eligible to receive them
under its stricter standards, the
newspaper reported.
On Monday, Reps. Mike Bowling, D-Middlesboro, and Prestonsburg Democrat Greg Stumbo
said they think Gov. Paul Patton
should call a special session in
January.
Stumbo, along with Mike
South, president of the National
Black Lung Association, will join
Roberts for Thursday's news
conference.

Stumbo, a longtime critic of
the law, and Bowling said they
think the changes went too far
and the law needs to be revised.
Bowling had voted for the law
but later said he had misgivings.
Roberts, meanwhile, said in a
statement "The Courier piece
confirms our arguments then (two
years ago) that the state legislature was making a huge
mistake."
In addition to raising concerns
about the law, the series, which
concluded Sunday, found that
dust-test fraud in underground
coal mines is widespread and
hundreds of miners nationwide
are dying each year as a result. It
also reported that the federal gov• See Page 2
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ZIPPING INTO THE FUTURE: Scott Simons, a Junior at Murray State
University, helps his friend and graduating senior Megan Kiser with
her robe as she tries one on for size Monday at the University Bookstore. MSU will celebrate graduation on May 9.

Attorneys seek copies
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer

WEATHER
Tonight...Showers likely.
Thunderstorms possible. Low
in the middle 50s. Southeast
wind around 10 mph. Chance
of rain 70 percent.
Wednesday...Showcrs and
thunderstorms likely. High 65
to 70. Chance of rain 70
percent.

A Murray video store owner accused of
renting an adult movie to a minor isn't
scheduled to return to court until June 16
so his attorneys can review the evidence
against him.
Attorneys Don Jones of Murray and
Charlotte Scott of Paducah made an oral

motion for prc-trial discovery, including
copies of the videotapes, on behalf of
Robert Vaught, 40, of Hazel, Tuesday
morning.
Jones and Scott made the motion before
Calloway District Judge Leslie Furches
for Vaught, who was in court but didn't
• See Page 2

Urn contents draw interest
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BETWEEN THE DROPS: Spring flowers are getting a little extra water these days as
spring rains are expected to soak the county for the remainder of the week.

••••••••••

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Investigators apparently know whether a mysterious urn disinterred from Lexington
Cemetery contains human remains or barbecue pit ashes, but they aren't saying.
Lexington and federal officials are investigating a former University of Kentucky assistant professor after he asked
Lexington Cemetery to return the urn. Dr.
Hollis D. Tidmore had at one time said
the urn contained the remains of his pregnant wife and 2-year-old son, according
to an affidavit filed in Fayette District
Court.

But Tidmore later told a postal inspector the funeral urn "actually contains
ashes from a barbecue pit located at his
home in Charlotte, N.C.," according to
the affidavit.
Fayette County Coroner Dennis Penn
said Monday that state forensic anthropologist Emily Craig has determined the nature of the ashes, but he was not releasing
the results on the recommendation of Fayette County Attorney Margaret
Kannensohn.

IN See Peg. 2
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FROM PAGE 1
ernment has done little to combat
the fraud, despite repeated warnings about it.
"I think we have proof now to
make our case" that the workers'
compensation law is unfair to
employees, said Steve Earle,
political-action director for the
state AFL-CIO. "When you have
five miners getting benefits,
that's proof enough."
Stumbo said he did not think
there is much chance of a special
session before the governor's
race next year. But Bowling. his
law partner from Middlesboro,
said he thinks that by next January's organizational session of
the legislature, there will be
ample data showing that parts of
the new law are "unfair to
workers."
Bowling said hearings should
be held this year by the legislature's interim joint committee on
labor and industry to prepare for
a special session.
"I have pushed for the last
year trying to get somebody to
listen to the fact that the workers'
compensation law went too far —

•Candidates...

and I was a supporter of the
law," Bowling said. "Until you
all did your articles, I don't think
anybody believed there was a
problem. Now, there may be
some people saying, 'What Mike
Bowling is saying has some truth
to it."
Republican state Sen. David
Williams of Burkesville agreed
Monday there are valid concerns
to be addressed with the law, not
only pertaining to black lung but
also to workplace injuries and the
fairness of benefits paid for those
injuries.
But Williams said he thinks
it's too early to consider making
such an adjustment: "I think it's
premature. Any time you're looking at something like this, you
would want two to four years of
(claims) experience. You can
pass legislation, but you have to
get anecdotal evidence to find out
the effect on people.
"None of us wants to return to
the days of huge (workers' compensation insurance) premiums
we had. But many of us have
open minds on benefit levels.
They might need a mid-course
adjustment."

•Chase...

"I've been a very valuable
member of the team," Henry said.
But Henry's relationship with
of the side agreements on labor
and the environment that have Patton was also questioned, as a
not been enforced," Baesler said. reporter asked Henry about Pat"Looking back, without those ton's possible plans to dump him
side agreements, the vote was a from the ticket in 1999, regardless of the outcome of the Senate
bad vote."
Owen continued to trumpet his race.
Henry said news reports last
work on the Kentucky Crime
Commission, which he headed in summer quoting Patton on the
the early 1970s and cited his issue were inaccurate.
"I've always had a problem
independence.
"I will be an independent voice with that story and so has the
for those whose voices are sel- governor," Henry said.
dom heard," Owen said. "I won't
Henry said his endorsements
owe the special interests from Kentucky's teachers, policeanything."
men, firefighters and doctors
Owen said his work with the show that "those who look after
crime commission as a "revolu- your welfare are supporting me
tion in Kentucky."
for the U.S. Senate."
He also declined to release his
But Baesler criticized Henry
tax returns.
for being absent during the de"I have no intent in releasing bate on health care reform in the
my tax returns," Owen said. "But last 12 months.
I have complied with every fed"In the United States Congress,
eral law on releasing finanicial you can't take a walk," Baesler
information."
said.
Henry cited his western KenHenry replied that he hadn't
tucky ties (he was raised in Ohio been absent and had written key
County) and his relationship with provisions of the bill passed by
Gov. Patton.
the legislature this past session.
FROM PAGE 1
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AROUND THE STATE

FROM PAGE 1
Fayette County Coroner Dennis Penn said Monday, that state
forensic anthropologist Emily
Craig has determined the nature
of the ashes, but he was not releasing the results on the recommendation of Fayette County Attorney Margaret Kanncnsohn.
Fayette County Clerk Don Blevins said he has asked Kannensohn to investigate a marriage
license issued to Tidmore but
voided because it had been
altered.
Because other officials in Lexington would not discuss the
case, it could not be determined
why postal inspectors are involved in the urn investigation.
The urn was disinterred. Friday
for testing under an order filed by
Kanncnsohn.
Tidmore, who now lives in
Charlotte, purchased a plot at
Lexington Cemetery and on
November 29, 1997, buried an
urn which he led officials to
think contained the remains of his
pregnant wife and a 2-year-old
son, the affidavit said.

Tidmore later told the U.S.
postal inspector that "Robin Elizabeth Cummings Tidmore, Paul
Edward Tidmore and the unborn
infant were fictitious," the affidavit said.
A letter attached to the affidavit from Tidmore to Lexington
Cemetery official Dan ScaIf said,
"Due to recent doubts, events
and implications, my family and I
have decided not to keep permanent interment at the Lexington
Cemetery."
Tidmore, a physician who
completed his residency at the
University of Kentucky and who

was a UK assistant professor in
general and vascular surgery
from 1985 to 1987, did not return
a telephone message left with his
Charlotte answering service Monday night.
No obituary information could
be found Monday night about Robin Elizabeth Cummings Tidmore
or Paul Edward Tidmore in the
Lexington Herald-Leader or the
Charlotte Observer newspaper
archives.
Kanncnsohn said she could not
comment Monday because of the
pending federal investigation.

Kentuckians may have higher rates
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — All Kentuckians could eventually feel
the effects of violent storms across southern Kentucky counties earlier this month once thousands of damage claims are processed and
insurance rates begin climbing, a state official said.
It will be 18 to 24 months before home and auto policyholders see
the impact, but there will be a rate increase said Mona Carter, director of property and casualty insurance for the state.
If companies can justify their rate increases based on the ratio of
revenues to losses, they can increase the rates with no cap, Carter
said.
Policy cancellations, solely because of a natural disaster, will be
prevented under a new law that becomes effective in July.

Technology project on target
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentuckians as a whole may be lagging in numbers of home computers, but public schools are almost
entirely wired.
A master technology plan calls for every school to have student
and teacher work stations and Internet capacity. Technology was a
key provision of the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act.
All 176 districts have Internet access and three-fourths of school
buildings have been linked to date, according to the Department of
Education.
In addition, a government technology project begun by Gov. Paul
Patton includes free Internet access through public libraries. The administration last fall announced it would spend $200,000 to pay for
Internet service in libraries for 24 counties.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

4444 Imtlaw

Pick 3:
0-5-1
Pick 4:
3-0-8-7
Cash 5:
11-19-22-24-29

Tommy West

FROM PAGE 1
Deputies of Tucker's whereabouts, the report said.
Tucker reportedly eluded a deputy and the trooper when he
drove into a field near Kentucky
866, then got back on Coon
Chapel Road.
The troopers later located
Tucker, who had driven through a
wooded area owned by Westvaco,
on Kellum Road, where he drove
into a field and was cornered.
Pelphrey tried to remove
Tucker from the truck, but
Tucker drove off and hit a tree
with Pelphrey hanging on, the report said. Tucker then backed
into Bryan's patrol car and tried
to leave, but the truck stalled.
In addition to the felony
counts, Tucker also is charged
with second -offense driving
while under the influence, operating on a suspended operator's
license, two counts of first-degree
criminal mischief, theft less than
$300, speeding, attempting to
elude, no seat belt and resisting
arrest.
He also is charged with being a
fugitive from justice based on a
warrant from Weakley County,
Tenn.
In other reports, the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department has
recovered two more stolen tractors which led to a Calloway
County man being charged last
week.

208 South 6th Street
(at 6th & Poplar)

Murray, KY 42071

FROM PAGE 1
appear with the attorneys before
the bench.
"We're going to comply with
that," said County Attorney David Harrington.
Vaught is charged with one
count of distributing obscene material to a minor, a Class A misdemeanor, and two counts of distributing obscene material, a
Class B misdemeanor.

For Appointments Call

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust has sentenced a Murray
man to seven years in prison,
which will be served at the same
time as a sentence he received in
Marshall County.
Foust handed Ronald Gene
Wasmuth, 22, of Northwinds
Trailer Park, the sentence Friday
on an amended count of seconddegree robbery.
Wasmuth and a male juvenile

(502) 759-9500
We are proud to offer a professional array of physical therapy
services.
Based on the patient's needs, we will plan,organize and direct rehabilitation
programs designed to restore or improve physical impairments brought
on
by disease or injury. Both our Murray and Paducah facilities are equippe
d
with state-of-the-art equipment to provide our patient's with the epitome
of
physical rehabilitation services.

A lifelong resident of Murray, Tommy attended Calloway County High

School, Murray State University and graduated with distinction from
the
University of Kentucky School of Physical Therapy. He has complet
ed
extensive continuing education achieving The Blankenship System°
Functional Capacity Evaluation — Certified Evaluator status
and the
Ergonomics Professional Residency Program in Vancouver, B.C.
becoming a Certified Ergonomic Evaluation Specialist. For the last six
years, he
has been the owner/clinical director of Purchase Area Physical Therapy
in
Paducah, KY.

Call On Us

If you have specific questions or need information about our services or

capabilities, please call anytime Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 6:30
p.m.
We will be happy to answer your questions.
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robbed a Coastal Gas Mart in
Murray last August. The male
juvenile later told Murray Police
Department detectives Wasmuth
held the weapon during the robbery, and a female juvenile said
in an affidavit the male juvenile
discussed the crime in front of
her.
Detectives working on an unrelated case recovered some of tho
clothing Wasmuth wore during.
the robbery in a car rented locally
by Wasmuth, according to court
papers.

753-9586

1 YR. $72.00

Call the circulation dept. between
530-6 pm Monday-Friday or
3.30-4 pm Saturday at 753-1916

--

Tei

A clerk at Vaught's Movie
World on North 12th Street allegedly rented videotapes whose
titles referred to sodomy and
group sex to a 16-year-old boy
and two undercover police officers in January.
The boy and officers were
working in an undercover operas,
tion set up by Harrington with the
Murray Police Department and
the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
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The value of the van was unknown, Scott said, adding that he
had a suspect in the case.

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
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Purchase Area Physical Therapy
,
/

ing stolen property more than
$300 in connection with thefts in
Jackson and Cape Girardeau,
Mo., and Paris, Tenn.
Scott said Spence likely will
have more charges lodged against
him Tuesday by Cape Girardeau
officials who recovered a Kubota
tractor allegedly stolen from a.
Paducah construction company
about two months ago.
Meanwhile, sheriffs officials
recovered a 1986 Ford Escort reported stolen early last month by
Dorothy Stone of McDaniel
Cemetery Road.
A Peeler Road man reported
finding the car in a field Sunday
afternoon, Scott said.
Also, an employee of Rayburn
Used Cars on Van Cleave Road
reported the theft of a gray 1997
Chevrolet Astro minivan Sunday
afternoon from an auto cleanup
shop.
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tip found a $12,000 John Deere
tractor Saturday in a field off
Kentucky 732. The tractor, which
was reported stolen from Jackson,
Mo., in February or March, was
in a wooded area in the field, said
Sheriff Stan Scott.
Jason Spence, 24, of Van
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Leaders want quick solution
GUATEMALA CITY (AP) - Angry Roman Catholic leaders
have challenged authorities to quickly solve the assassination of one
of their bishops, a crime even former rebels have called "a serious
political provocation."
Auxiliary Bishop Juan Gerardi Conedera was bludgeoned to death
Sunday night, just two days after a report he compiled on atrocities
during Guatemala's 36-year civil war was made public.
Gerardi, a leading human rights activist, was found in a pool of
blood with his head bashed in the garage of his San Sebastian parish
home. The killing has shaken the Central American nation, which is
still recovering from the war that ended in 1996 only after arduous
negotiations.

AROUND THE NATION
Teen to claim insanity
TOMS RIVER, N.J. (AP) - A teen-ager who had been in
counseling for his involvement with a pedophile will claim he was
insane when he killed an 11-year-old boy selling holiday items for
the PTA.
Sam Manzie, 15, stood with his head bowed and pleaded innocent
Monday to charges in the death Sept. 27 of Eddie Werner. Manzie's
attorneys said they would seek an insanity defense.
Eddie was selling holiday items door to door when he came to
Manzie's house. Prosecutors say the older boy attacked Werner,
stole his money and killed him.
Manzie is charged with murder, two counts of felony murder,
three counts of aggravated sexual assault, two counts of aggravated
criminal sexual contact and one count each of robbery and theft.

Police explore motives
ARTESIA, Calif. (AP) - Police were looking into whether
mounting debt drove a seemingly happy aerospace worker to kill
five people - including his 6-year-old niece - before taking his
own life.
The bludgeoned bodies of Ronald Taylor's wife, adult son, sisterin-law, young niece and a friend were scattered throughout his fourbedroom home, sheriffs deputies said Monday.
Taylor, 46, apparently killed them before jumping off an overpass
onto a freeway Sunday night, Los Angeles County sheriff's spokesman Deputy William Martin said.
Taylor died at a hospital. Authorities discovered the bodies when
they went to the house to notify relatives of his death.

Girls die in car
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.(AP)- It was so hot inside the car, prose,
cutors say, that one of the two baby girls dying in a car scat pulled
out her blonde hair in "clenched little fists."
Sydney Pippin, who was 4 months old, and her cousin, Vicky Fraley, 16 months, died as they sat in the car for eight hours Saturday
while the temperature climbed. The girls died of heat exhaustion and
dehydration.
Ricky Leon Crisp, 23, Vicky's father, and Justin Griffith, 27, are
charged with first-degree murder. Authorities said the girls died as
the men looked for arrowheads and mushrooms 90 feet from the car.
Crisp and Griffith had been held on charges of manslaughter and
endangering the welfare of a child. But prosecutors upgraded the
charges Monday, citing a state law that allows a first-degree murder
charge for knowingly causing the death of a child 14 or younger.

Panel recommends exhumation
WASHINGTON (AP)- Two decades ago, government scientists
examined blood and bone evidence - the scant remains of a
downed American pilot in Vietnam - and ruled they didn't belong
to Air Force 1st Lt. Michael J. Blassie.
Now, a Pentagon panel has recommended those remains be exhumed from the Tomb of the Unknowns because they could be Blassie's after all - buried in a monument dedicated to the nation's unidentified war dead.
Defense Secretary William Cohen said Monday that he will decide
in the next two weeks whether to grant the request of Blassie's family to exhume the remains for possible identification - this time
using more sophisticated forensics.
The Vietnam remains were placed in the tomb at Arlington National Cemetery in Virginia in 1984, half a dozen years after government scientists ruled they did not belong to Blassic.

Sweepstakes under investigation
NEW YORK (AP)- The Reader's Digest sweepstakes is under
investigation in three states to see if it misleads people into believing they have won big prizes.
Attorneys general in Indiana, Connecticut and Florida are looking
into whether the magazine does not adequately disclose entrants'
odds of winning, among other infractions, Reader's Digest said
Monday.
The magazine was to unveil the winners of more than $2.25 million in cash prizes from its sweepstakes today.

Fire kills five, injures 23
ARLINGTON, Wash.(AP)- A late-night fire sent smoke pouring through an assisted-living center, killing five people and sending
more than 20 to hospitals, fire officials said.
The fire.at Arlington Manor was reported about 11 p.m. Monday.
It was confined to a small area and extinguished quickly, but smoke
filled the three-story, wood-frame building, Assistant Fire Chief
Mike Koontz said.
Five people were killed and 23 people taken to hospitals in Arlington, Everett and Seattle, mostly with minor injuries, Koontz said.
Between 35 and 40 people live at the home, Koontz said. The
cause of the fire was under investigation. The center does not have
sprinklers.
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State Income
Pct Rank
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Ala.
20,842
3.9 38
Alaska 25,305
2.9
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WASHINGTON (AP) -Ariz.., 22,364
4.8
35
Americans' incomes surged at
Ark. - 19,585
3.3 48
more than double the inflation
Calif. 26,570 4.7
13
rate last year. In fact, per capita
Colo. 27,051
5.1
9
incomes grew faster than prices
Conn. 36,263 6.1
in every state except one 1
Del.
29,022 4.5
5
North Dakota, hurt by a drop in
D.C.
35,852 4.9
wheat production.
Fla.
25,255 4.4
20
Nationally, average income for
Ga.
24,061
4.5
America's 267.6 million men,
25
Hawaii 26,034
women and children totaled
2.4
16
Idaho
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$25,598, up 4.8 percent from
3.1
43
28,202 5.0
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7
Ind.
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23,604 4.3
29
Iowa
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people from massage therapists to
3.5
32
Kan.
24,379 5.4
24
corporate recruiters can tell the
difference.
and Utah, 5.4 percent; New York,
Per capita income growth last
5.2 percent; Colorado, 5.1 peryear wasn't all that much better
cent; and Oklahoma, 5 percent.
than the 4.6 percent increase in
"These numbers highlight the
19%. But, when the declining inextraordinary breadth of the ecoflation rate -from 2.4 percent in
19% to 2 percent last year - is
nomy's strength. From coast to
factored in, it's clear that Americoast, regional economies are doing well," said economist Mark
cans' purchasing power has imZandi of Regional Financial Asproved. Per capita income
growth, after inflation, jumped
sociates in West Chester, Pa.
2.2 percent in 1996 and 2.8 perThe stock market's extraordincent in 1997.
ary rise last year - the Dow
"More people are open to
Jones industrial average surged
spending on themselves," said
23 percent - accounts for much
Kyra Smith, massage therapist at
of the growth in states such as
Boxers Men's Salon in Phoenix.
Connecticut, Massachusetts and
New York.
By state, per capita incomes
"Upstate New York is strugranged from $36,263 in Connectigling but the city is doing very
cut to $18,272 in Mississippi.
well because of all of the bonGrowth rates ranged from 6.1
uses," Zandi said. "In Massapercent in Connecticut to a dechusetts it's mutual funds. Concline of 1 percent in, North
necticut is benefiting. ... from
Dakota.
boutique investment firms movAfter Connecticut, the states
ing there. The lifestyle is pleasant
with the fastest growth rates were
and they don't really need to be
Texas, 6 percent; Massachusetts,
on Wall Street."
5.8 percent; Washington, 5.7 percent; Oregon, 5.5 percent; Kansas

Parents
want
campaign
WEST PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)
-The parent of a teen-ager shot
to death at Heath High School
says there must be a national
campaign against school
violence.
"We have heard a lot of talk,
and we believe it's now time for
action," Sabrina Steger said in a
statement Monday. "This continuing cycle of school-related violence carried out by young people
must be broken."
She said plans for a national
campaign will be announced
soon.
"At the root of these tragedies
we are discovering that no one
was paying attention to the
causes that led to the acts of violence. No one felt the need to be
accountable," Mrs. Steger said.
"We hope to start our own effort to get all Americans to accept accountability by sharing
their experiences and ideas to
help us find ways to end the violence," she said.
The latest violent attack
occurred Friday night in Edinboro, Pa., where a middle-school
science teacher was shot to death
at a graduation dance. An eighth
grader, 14-year-old Andrew
Wurst, was charged.
Mrs. Steger's daughter, !Cayce,
was killed in December as teens
held a prayer meeting in the
Heath High School lobby before
classes.
Also killed were Nicole Hadley
and Jessica James. Five other students were hurt. Another student,
Michael Carneal, 14, is awaiting
trial for murder.
Last month in Jonesboro, Ark.,
four children and a teacher were
shot to death, allegedly by two
boys lying in ambush outside
Westside Middle School. Mitchell Johnson, 13, and Andrew Golden, 11, face five murder charges
and 10 battery charges.

Ky.
La.
Maine
Md.
Mass.
Mich.
Minn.
Miss.
Mo.
Mont.
Neb.
Nev.
N.H.
N.J.
N.M.
N.Y.
N.C.
N.D.

20,657 4.5
20,680 4.9
22,078
4.7
28,969 4.7
31,524
5.8
25,560 4.0
26,797 4.3
18,272 4.0
24,001
4.4
20,046 4.0
23,803
3.6
26,791
2.8
28,047 4.8
32,654
4.4
19,587
4.1
30,752
5.2
23,345
4.9
20,271 -1.0

41
40
36
6
3
18
10
50
26
46
27
11
8
2
47
4
31
45

Ohio
Okla.
Ore.
Pa.
R.I.
S.C.
S.D.
Tenn.
Texas
Utah
Vt.
Va.
Wash.
W.Va.
Wis.
Wyo.
U.S.

24,661
20,556
24,393
26,058
25,760
20,755
21,447
23,018
23,656
20,432
23,401
26,438
26,718
18,957
24,475
22,648

5.0
5.0
5.5
4.9
4.7
4.3
3.4
4.5
6.0
5.4
3.8
4.7
5.7
4.0
4.6
4.9

25,598
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GEORGE H.
County Judge Executive
Qualified • Experienced
I'll Be There For You.
Paid for by candidate

* * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * *

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing in Dean
and General Tires
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat, 8-12

401 N. 4th St.
Owner - Ronnie Melvin

"Pizza! Get Your Fresh, Hot Pizza..."
We Deliver 7
Days A Week!
4 p.m. - Close

Delivered Right To Your Door!
Any Size Pizza Any Number of Toppings
only...
$799
I

CALL 753-6656

Good throe &WIN

MURRAY

SEARS
1

..Glad TO Hew
Opal Hart

NO EQUITY REQUIRED
I.
s.
o
r
ack,. Rogers

ALL ON
SALE
All Home Appliances,
Audio 8 Video On Sale
Pius...All Mowers 8
Tractors On Sale*
*Through May 2. Savings are off regular prices.
Clearance, closeouts, Exceptional Values and
outlet stores excluded.

Look For Your Sears Dealer
Inserts In Tomorrow's Paper.

BILLS
Kenny Collins

Rosa" GAMado for J•11or, Charles Colorer a. Trearraraw

CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052
Homeowners Only

Mount: 7arn •pnt
Loons Shcran
Based on II 100% 20 r
Term sl t2.35ti. APR
ORE LK 801220073
(800511)

21
42
23
15
17
39
37
33
28
44
30
14
12
49
22
34

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
For A Full Time Judge
Vote For

BILLS

MILER
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Incomes surge across the nation

BILLS

NI Calloway Count.v
nthe to. by

TUESDAY

...r4.Soon"
"Vistt Us
govertY Ha"

Owned and Operated By:
Opal Hart (#3066)
912 South 12th Street
Bel-Air Center • Murray
Store Hours: Sun. 12-5, Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Phone: 502-753-2310
IMPORTANT CREDIT TERMS: Sales tax, delivery or installation not included in monthly payments shown. Actual monthly
payment may vary depending on your current account balance
and may be slightly higher in TV
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish'
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
April 21 — Albuquerque (N.M.) Journal, on hemispheric free
trade:
Congress was mistaken if it thought that denying President Clinton fast track authority to negotiate a free trade zone of the Americas would slow the push for such a zone. The hemisphere's 34
democracies, meeting in Santiago, Chile, decided to move toward
establishing such a zone, U.S. skepticism notwithstanding. ...
The economic stakes are enormous: The combined economics
total $9 trillion and represent a population of nearly 800 million.
The popularity of fast track free trade negotiations went down in
this country as the effects of NAFTA became more clear. ...
Still, the action in Santiago makes clear that the balance of the
democracies in the Americas are anxious to go forward with expanded free trade, U.S. leadership or not. Washington may find itself
carried along for the ride.
April 21 — The Orlando (Fla.) Sentinel, on Latin America:
President Bill Clinton found himself in an awkward position during the weekend at a major summit meeting in Latin America. Lacking the authority to negotiate free-trade agreements, the best he
could do was act as a cheerleader.
That's too bad for Chile — the summit meeting's host — which
Mr. Clinton promised years ago to bring into a growing free-trade
area. ...
Chile and other Latin American countries aren't standing around,
waiting for the United States to make up its mind. They are exploring free-trade opportunities with each other, with Canada and with
European countries.
Blame the United States' being left out on the lack of fast-track
negotiating authority that Mr. Clinton needs from Congress. ...
Fast-track authority would put Mr. Clinton's negotiating authority
on a par with those of other leaders. ...
Not having fast-track authority at the hemispheric conference limited Mr. Clinton to making small deals on trade and other issues....
Mr. Clinton said last week, "Just stay with us. We'll get there."
It had better happen soon.

Poet a tribute to region
Ask poet and Hopkinsville native
T. Crunk why he writes poetry, and
youll get a simple answer: "'Cause I
haven't had the good sense to stop,"
he chuckles.
But then he runs his hand through
his graying hair, adjusts his tall,
spare frame in the hard-backed chair
and gives the question more
thoughi "There's just a challenge to
It, a pleasure to it that I don't get
from any other activity," he explains. "And I have this larger goal
of trying to preserve and honor
features of my origins and of my
place and family," he goes on. "I
think that place, that culture are at
risk right now of being forgotten
and of being under-appreciated."
Crunk's tribute to west Kentucky
made a big splash in the poetry
world when his first book of poems,
"Living in the Resurrection," was
tapped for the Yale Series of Younger Poets in 1995.
In his Foreword to the slender
volume, poet James Dickey calls
Crunk a "rare phenomenon,a writer
of instinctive formal vision."
Dickey goes on to admire Tony's
"real reverence for the simple objects of the everyday world, the
ability to present cup, tree, and hand
both as they seem and as they are
with a kind of mystical iconic
starkness."
The award-winning book is rife
with references to this region. In
"Prison Train," the poet watches the
last train of convicts being trans-

April 11 — The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer, on recess:
A recent front-page story in The New York Times says recess is
endangered by schools' struggle to squeeze more and more classroom activity into the traditional six-hour day.
As former climbers ourselves, we argue it's fair to say those
jungle gyms taught some key lessons about physics, gravity and velocity (especially after a missed grip).
Beyond concrete academic gains, unstructured time contributes to
creativity, cooperation, leadership ability and, sometimes, conflictresolution skills (if not, that gravity lesson may be repeated).
Even more important, at least to the test score crunchers, breaks
allow students time to rest neural cells, the better for them to concentrate on the next subject.

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger 81. Times welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must
be signed and should include the writer's address and telephone number for verification purposes. Letters must be under 500 words. We
reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent
writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or faxed to (502)
753-1927,

•

Constance Alexander
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Ledger & Times columnist
ported to Eddyville. Another poem
chronicles a visit to an aunt at the
Jefferson Davis Hotel, Elkton. "Redemption" recalls a drive through
Green River to Central City for his
grandmother's funeral, where he
sees a woman with a tin scuttle
picking up coal that had fallen from
the trains. "Dried clots of earth's
blood," is Crunk's apt metaphor.
For the past 16 years,Tony Crunk
has lived in Virginia, where he went
to school and taught at the University of Virginia, and also Montana.
He has called Missoula home for the
past six years.
Crunk never leaves Kentucky
completely behind, no matter where
he lives. His current work, an
unpublished manuscript, titled
"New Covenant Bound," is pure
Kentucky. West Kentucky to be
exact.
"New Covenant Bound" takes a
poetic look at the reloution of
people who lived between the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers.
Tony Crunk is quick to point out
that he cannot claim to have experienced that dislocation rust-hand,

but he does explain that the stories
were part of his growing up in
Christian County.
"I think the story has a universal
appeal," he explains, "especially in
the 20th century. I think the problem
of whether or not you're going to be
able to live in the place you were
born is faced by a lot of people in
this culture and this society."
Though the manuscript has not
yet found a publisher, Crunk has
presented many readings of it around the country. "Every time I do
that," he declares, "I spend an hour
or more talking to people who have
experienced this very same thing —
their communities uprooted, people
relocated for dams, national parks,
for various other national political
and economic goals."
Crunk believes that these uprootings are a form of "cashing in" on
cultural values that pay respect to
community,to preserving a sense of
place, and to demonstrating an
allegiance to heritage and history.
"I think there's something at the
heart of this story," he says, "of
having your home taken away

Mr
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"Before it started, you'd have
thought it was a Fourth of July
picnic," the text says. But when the
minister rings the bell — with a
slight hesitation between claps — to
call everyone to come inside, the
people are struck "clear as a gunshoL"
The segment ends like this: "Those three TVA men were city
people. They had no idea what
they'd just heard. But everybody
else knew. And they were all
gathered up close around the
churchhouse steps, looking at those
men, listening and waiting, solemn
as a funeral."
If you have not yet celebrated
April as National Poetry Month,this
may be your last chance. Though
"New Covenant Bound" is not yet in
print, T. Crunk's "Living in the
Resurrection" is, courtesy of Yale
University Press, 1995. It can be
ordered through local bookstores.
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April 20 — Dayton (Ohio) Daily News, on Bosnian-Serb
relationship:
When, during the war in Bosnia, Serb troops destroyed Muslin
mosques willy-nilly, Serb leaders denied any responsibility. They
blamed the troops. Now, however, the Serb mayor of Banja Luka —
where 17 mosques were destroyed — has rejected the idea of rebuilding one.
Mayor Djordje Umicevic says, "It would be an insult to the Serb
people." He says the mosque symbolized "slavery," meaning the
500-year rule of the region by the Turkish (Muslim) Ottoman
Empire.
That pretty much resolves the question about how Serb leaders
felt about destroying the mosques in the first place. More important,
the mayor's rhetoric is of war-era vintage. It is precisely the sort of
thing Bosnia must get past if the promise of the Dayton Peace Accords — signed with Serb representations — are to be fulfilled.
The forces for reconciliation in Bosnia are real. But they need
help, the fight isn't over.
April 21 — The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City, on NATO
expansion:
To gain U.S. Senate approval of a plan to admit Poland, Hungary
and the Czech Republic to NATO, the Clinton administration needed
to make a compelling case for expansion. It hasn't; reasonable questions remain unanswered. The Senate should oppose NATO expansion when it comes to a vote, perhaps this week.
NATO is a defensive, military alliance. It is not a tool of the United Nations and it is certainly not designed for peacekeeping missions. The Clinton Administration denies NATO will "morph" into
that role. But a potential "U.N. Lite" — European-based world policemen financed by U.S. taxpayers — must be a tantalizing scheme
of all the one-worlders in Clinton's regime.
Closely related are concerns about mission creep. New members
located in or near some of Europe's hot spots will mean increased
commitments for current members. Under NATO's charter an attack
against one is an attack on all. Many experts doubt the Clintonreduced U.S. military has the means to sustain present commitments,
let alone take on added burdens.
NATO, created at the dawn of the Cold War to resist Soviet expansionism, has done its job well. Now comes proposed expansion
with little discussion of implications. Wisdom argues against changing NATO's restrained mission (North Atlantic security) absent
clear, compelling reasons.
That standard, a wise one, has not been met.

MAIN STREET

where it's literally impossible to go
back to it, that has a poignancy for
just about everybody who has ever
faced that in any form."
"New Covenant Bound" takes
poetic license with names of places
and people, but the stories resound
with the clarity of truth. One particularly compelling narrative says
that there are two ways to ring a
church bell, and then it goes on to
talk about a big meeting at a church
where three TVA men have come to
address the crowd about buying
their land.
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ELECTION YEAR

Name-calling nothing new
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
mood in the capital is ugly. The
rhetorical gloves are off. A senior
House Republican directs a backalley epithet at the president of
the United States.
When Democrats complain, the
House GOP whip counters by
suggesting a public debate on
whether there is a more appropriate term than "scumbag" to describe President Clinton.
Is this the worst of moods
coming during what are generally
considered the best of times?
The economy is booming, the
budget deficit is vanishing and
the nation is at peace.
Yet no president in memory
has taken the personal criticism
directed at Clinton.
''We ought to be feeling good
about ourselves, but we seem to
be in a food fight," said Lewis
Gould, a professor of history at
the University of Texas.
The epithet used by Rep. Dan
Burton, R -Ind., was the harshest,
hut not the only, criticism that
stretched normal rules of polite
discourse.
"I do believe after looking at
all that's going on that this president could very well be a sexual
predator. And he has committed
some heinous acts," said House
GOP Whip Tom DcLay of Texas.
Rep. Dick Armcy, R-Tcxas, the
House majority leader, told
schoolchildren that Clinton was
"a shameless person."
Gould, who specializes in the

-1011.
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DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
history of the presidency, said
other chief executives have taken
harsh criticism, but "the level of
venom now" seems much higher.
"Everybody's got the gloves
off," said Henry Graf, a historian
at Columbia University. "It's a
form of violence in society."
Most surprising is the glovesoff attitude by members of
Congress.
Usually, the president is
treated with the same studied politeness members use toward each
other.
The arcane language of House
Rule XIV refers to "a Member ...

called to order for words spoken
in debate." It has most often
been applied to personal attacks
on another congressman.
Not even in the depths of
Watergate when Congress was
moving toward forcing Richard
M. Nixon from the presidency
did members use the kind of language against him that is routinely directed against Clinton.
Franklin D. Roosevelt and
Lyndon B. Johnson aroused the
passions of their political opponents, but the attacks, at least
within Congress, were generally
moderate.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
236 Cannon House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-3547 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
361-A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washington)
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Political rhetoric is another
matter.
When Thomas Jefferson first
ran for president he was portrayed by his opponents as a supporter of the French Revolution
and "a howling atheist." Abraham Lincoln was denounced during the 1864 campaign as "a
half-witted usurper."
"Civility is cyclical," said
Stephen Hess, a presidential
scholar at the Brookings Institution. "It goes in waves in American politics."
Hess suggested that one difference between the mood now and
a few decades ago is that members of Congress spend less time
socializing with each other.
He looked back on a time
when lawmakers "played poker
together, and even though they
were political enemies they got to
know each other."
Few members of Congress
have stretched the bounds of civility to the extent of Robert Dornan when he represented a southern California House district.
Nicknamed B-1 Bob for his
support of the bomber, Dornan
lost his seat in a hotly contested
elected in 1996. For more than a
year he fought to overturn his
979-vote loss to Loretta Sanchez.
While in the House, Dornan
led the attacks on Clinton, calling
the president a "draft-dodging
adulterer" and accusing him of
"giving aid and comfort to the
enemy."
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Gus Dee Yarbrough

HAZLE)

22 Years Corrections Experience

Gus Dee Yarbrough, 78, St. Rt. Highway 121 South, Murray, died
Monday. April 27, 1998, at 7:30 a.m. at his home.
An Air Force veteran of World War II, he was a member of New
Concord Church of Christ. He retired after 26 years service with Union Carbide. Born Sept. 27, 1919, in Calloway County, he was the son
of the late Buford Yarbrough and Nodie Rye Yarbrough.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Pauline Grogan Yarbrough, to
whom he was married on March 22, 1943; two sons, Donnie Yarbrough and wife, Nancy, New Concord, and Terry Yarbrough and
wife, Cindy, Murray; four grandchildren, Lon Black and husband,
Shane, Johnnie Yarbrough and wife, Susan, Tera Yarbrough and Leslie Hatfield.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Bob Haley and Walter Pigg will officiate
.
Singing will be by New Concord Church of Christ Singers with Charles Edwin Stubblefield as leader. Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Because of an error by the Ledger & Times and errors in information received from the funeral home, this obituary is being run
in its entirety.

Mrs. Mary N. Browning
Mrs. Mary N. Browning, Lexington, sister of Mrs. Anne Vinson of
Murray, died Wednesday, April 22, 1998, in the Hospice Health Care
Center, St. Joseph Hospital, Lexington.
A retired department manager for Hymson Tots & Teens, she was a
member of Porter Memorial Baptist Church there. The widow of Leslie A. Browning, she was the daughter of the late Lewis Stephens and
Helen Welch Stephens. Two sisters, Nora S. Clifton and Lillie Clemons, and one brother, William W. Stephens, also preceded her in
death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Judith B. Sizemore and husband, Delbert, Lexington; two grandchildren, Mary Lesley SizemoreHardin and husband, Danny, Georgetown, and Stephen Dale Sizemore, Lexington; two sisters, Mrs. Jane S. Osborne and husband, Eldon, Fayette County, and Mrs. Anne Vinson and husband, Maned,
Murray; one brother, W.C. (Woody) Stephens and wife, Lucille,
Miami Lakes, Fla.
The funeral was Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at the W.R. Milward
Mortuary-Southland, Lexington. The Rev. James D. Pierce and the
Rev. Garrett Stephens officiated.
Active pallbearers were Turner Gravitt, Harley Clemons, John Osborn, Mark Vinson, Stephen Crouch and John Martin Osborne, nephews and great-nephews. Burial was in Hillcrest Memorial Park.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of the Bluegrass,
2312 Alexandria Dr., Lexington. KY 40504.

Larry Russell

Democrat for

Calloway County Jailer
A Corrections Professional Committed To
Community bAFETY, and EFF1C1FNIT

Paid be by P461 Rule
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Investments Since 1854.
Whitney Price, a senior at Calloway County High School,
has been
selected as student of the week. The daughter of Richard Price,
Whitney Is active in soccer at CCHS.

-AI Stock Market Report
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Peoples First income up
in first quarter of year
Peoples First Corporation has
posted a net income for the first
three months of 1998 of $4.7 million, up 4.4 percent from $4.5
million for the first three months
of 1997.
Revenue improved because of
loan growth and better fee income. Earnings per share asuming dilution for the three months
ended March 31 was 46 cents, up
4.5 percent from 44 cents for the
three months ending March 31,
1997.
Return on average stockholders' equity for the first quarter
of 1998 and 1997 was 12.18 per
cent and 12.57 percent
respectively.
The board of directors declared
a cash dividend payable May 15

Larry Russell, 51, Hill, Ala., died Sunday, April 26, 1998, at 9 a.m.
at Jackson Hospital there.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
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to shareholders of record May 1.
The second quarter dividend ot
1998 is 24 cents per common
share, up from 19 cents per com
mon share for the 1997 quarter.
Peoples First Corporation is a
multi-bank holding company
which conducts a complete range
of commercial and personal
banking activities through 25
western Kentucky banking offices including Murray and three
Clarksville, Tenn., banking
offices.
A merger between Peoples
First and Union Planters Corp., is
expected to be consummated late
in the second quarter.
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UNITED

material from several other courses
and demonstrating how it's all related."
Haney has other interests beyond
math. He explores those interests
during school breaks.
"I have worked three years for the
Boy Scouts' national staff as a
counselor in the Florida Keys and as
a wilderness canoe guide in Minnesota and Ontario. I'm currently an
adviser of Post 1912, the Explorer
post I founded here at UK," Haney
said.
Haney is one of several dozen
National Merit Scholars at UK.
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RATE

COMMONWEALTH BANK
A ..4A44 S....4gs Bank

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071

502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

Premier Properties
offered by

Kopperud Realty

FOR PEACE OF MIND
DURING YOUR TRYING
TIMES

ELECT
GLENN ALLEN JONES - Coroner
#3 ON BALLOT

SPECTACULAR NEW HOME - in Saddlecieek I Luxury
living will be yours in this spacious home with four
bedrooms, 3/
1
2 baths, great morn, gourmet kitchen, formal
living and dining moms and a bonus mom too. Add the fun
you will have in the screened porch overlooking the pool and
you have it all? Priced at 5289,000.00. 03001165

Paid for by the Commiltiaa to Elect Gloms All.. hems, Dole Campbell Treasurer

IF LAKE LIVING - is your dream, this new home on a
waterfront lot is for you! Beautifully styled, with an open
floor plan for luxurious but casual living, it also offers a
great wooded lot and a boat dock. The large master suite,
abundant windows to invite the outside in, and loads of
amenities make this a home to see. 5344,500.00. 03001172

ELECT A MAN OF ACTION

a' VOTE
AMOS

CARTY

Mc
State Representative
"it's The SMART Thing To Do"
MICHAEL HANEY

r

NEW ENGLAND STYLE HOME is truly one of a kind, a
mutt to see. Rye bedrooms, three baths, 2,624 sq ft. at
living area. All hardwood floors upstairs and down, solid
wood paneled doors, beautiful alder wood cabuieu Central
gas heat and air (2 units). two car garage, nestled on 26
wooded acres sprinkled with dogwood trees. Priced at
$249,900. NILS 53001252

m.

EXECUTIVE ELEGANCE? This custom built spacious home
offers true luxury. Featuring two master suits, spacious office,
formal hving/dining areas & abundant informal area, this home
is what you've worked for. Four bedrooms, four full and two half
baths compltment this home with over 5,500 sq ft of living area
5459,000. 03001207
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2005 CALUMET WAY-Elegant yet functional describes
this spacious 4 BR, 3.5 bah home located in beautiful
Saddle Creek. This quality home features9ft. ceilings,
large
open kitchen with beautiful hardwood flooring, 29x16
bonus morn with dual stairway. Many other amenities
throughout? Immediate possession! MIS 13001071

other
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acre lot. $279,000 430012130
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Haney named to honor society
"It was presented at last year's
Kentucky chapter meeting of the
Mathematical
Association
of
America," he said. "I see math in
everything around me." "Michael is
an outstanding young man who has
a lot of mathematics talent," said
James Beidleman, a UK math professor."He knows how to solve hard
problems. Of all the students I've
had in the last five years,I would say
Michael is one of the most gifted."
Those words of praise would be
pleasing to Haney, who calls Beidleman "the only professor to teach
mathematics as a whole,drawing on

1911/.
.3s53/
8
'
4

Microsoft

Investment Rates

HOG MARKET

US 1.2 2711-34 lbs
US 1-3 311-151
US 1-3 451425 lbs.
US 1-3 SIS & up
US 2-3 311-54/11
Roars $12.11 • 114111

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

AN,
Dow Jens bd. Arg.895.4.51 • 37.87
Air
- 1/3

Sows

Michael Haney of Murray has
been elected into the University of
Kentucky's chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa, a national liberal arts honor
society.
Haney, 22, son of Roger D.
Haney of 225 King Richard Drive,
Murray and Ann-Marie Clark of
Urbana, Ill., is a senior majoring in
mathematics who will graduate in
May.
"I have always had a great deal of
enthusiasm for mathematics, a love
for its purity and a sense of awe for
its applications to technology and its
many subtle appearances in nature,"
Haney said.
As a math major, Haney wrote a
paper this school year that utilized
computer-generated images,a webpage and a CD-ROM program on
fourth-dimensional mathematical
theories.
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Survivors are wanted
All cancer survivors are encouraged to be a part of the
Cancer Survivors' Lap during the
Relay for Life on Friday, May 1,
at Stewart Stadium, Murray State
University.
Survivors should register at the
Cancer Survivors/Hospitality
Tent no later than 6:30 p.m. After
registering, each survivor will receive a Relay for Life Cancer
Survivors' t-shirt.
The opening ceremony will be-

gin at 7 p.m. followed by the
Cancer Survivors' Ceremony.
Each cancer survivors' name will
be called and they will be presented with a medallion commemorating this event.
Because of technical problems
with the cancer survivors' informational line, it is no longer being used.
Any special requests or for additional information, call Martha
Andrus at 753-3862.

PIP to meet Thursday
Ashley Edwards of Murray is the county winner for the "National Pet
Week" Poster Contest, sponsored by the Kentucky Veterinary Medical
Association Auxiliary. Ashley is a fifth grade student at Southwest
Elementary and the daughter of Tonya and Chip Edwards. Making the
presentation is Unda Thomas, district coordinator for the Jackson
Purchase Area Veterinary Medical Associaton.

Local senior citizens
plan two fund-raisers
County Day Treatment Center
will be volunteering their time to
help with this project.
All proceeds from the breakfast and car wash will go to the
Senior Citizens Center's Pool
Table Fund. For more information, call 753-0929.
Senior Citizens is a United
Way agency.

A country style breakfast for
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center will be Friday, May 1, from 8 to 8:30 a.m.
at Weaks Community Center. A
donation of $2.50 is suggested.
Following the breakfast a car
wash will be held beginning at
9:30 a.m. in the Hardee's parking
lot. Youth from the Calloway
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PIP (Parents in Partnership)
will meet Thursday, April 30, at
2 p.m. in the main meeting room
of Calloway County Public
Library.
The agenda will include strategies and behavior modifications
for dealing with transitions in life
(substitute teachers, family,
friends or teacher death or them
moving away). A situation family
and school personel need to prepare special needs children to
deal with an ongoing basis to
cope.
PIP is an organization focused

on building a positive partnership
to benefit the children with special learning needs in the
community.
The group focuses on bringing
together those interested in disability issues and on creating an
optimistic outlook and attitude
toward disabilics.
All parents, teachers, professionals, family members and
friends of children with special
needs arc invited to attend.
For more information call Val
Dowdy at 753-1960.

Nine students named
Nine Calloway County residents were among more than 280
students on the Dean's List during the third term at West Kentucky TECH, Paducah.
A grade point average of at
least 3.5 is required for Dean's
List status at TECH. Only 'A or
full-time students are eligible.
Calloway students named were
William Burnett, carpentry; Brian

Provine, computer aided drafting;
Robert Kelso and Charles Morris,
diesel technology; Catrina Dick,
legal office technology; Roy Provine, machine tool technology;
Donna Tynes, medical office
technology; Lori Scarbrough and
Amberly Vance, both in radiological technology.
The school's third term was
from Jan. 8 to March 20.
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We proudly present
our bridal registry.
Candi Manis & David Outland
\Pril 75, 1()

John Christopher Main
1,,os
Melissa I i1ld & Main Settle

\1111C- Nlarie I

OLC &

11:tbur:111 ..',1,111113111ittg Orrilestra
aitb ,-`-i)tupl;littit Thorns
Dr. Jordan Tang, Conductor
Dr. Brad Almquist, Chorus Director

6, 1Ii.

Jennifer RaN,Thurn & I-3rett Justice
„

Mon - Fri 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.• Sat 9:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

1(1(15

>ona I !oilman & Jason Sims
10,15
Miranda Coles & Marty McBride

Saturday,May 2
800 pm at111gliman Auditorium
Gala Final Concert of the Season
featuring Soprano Susan Kane
Program

n

LeiJ1

Jolm T. V'ri1-1t, III

11
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:cll.' Massey & Lee Christian I lehners

Lord Nelson Mass

Ilaydn

Academic Festi‘al O•erture

Brahms

Afternoon of a Faun

Debussy

Tannhauser Overture

Wagner

Adult tickets from $9 50•Children & Students from $7 00
Call 444-0065 or toll free 1-800-738-3727

The Stars
You'll Hay
3-Average;

Need Line yard sale Saturday
A benefit yard sale for Need Line will be Saturday, May 2, from 7
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Senior Citizens' area of Weaks Community
Center. Jamie Cook who is doing her interneship at Need Line is
coordinator for for the event. Donations will be accepted for items
for the yard sale. For information call 753-6333.
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Wal-Mart Associates plan event
Associate of Murray Wal-Mart will have a May day fundraiser on
Saturday, May 2, starting at 10 a.m. at Kenlake State Park. Featured
will be live bands, clowns, barbecue, etc. A $5 donation is requested
for attendance. Funds will go to the Children's Miracle Network.
For information call Lynn Puckett at 436-2006.

CCMS Council will meet Thursday
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Thursday, April 30, at 5 p.m. at the office of Calloway County Board of Education. Agenda items include budget,
personnel, food service, and consolidated planning. The public is invited to attend, according to Cloyd Bumgardner, principal.

Preschool schedules yard sale
Murray Preschool Cooperative will have a yard sale on Saturday,
May 2, from 8 a.m. to noon at the school, located in the Christian
Community Church, South 16th Street and Glendale Road, Murray.
Funds will be used for the school and students.

Last ladies' class Wednesday
The Ladies' Bible Class of University Church of Christ will have
its last morning class for the season on Wednesday, April 29, at 9:30
a.m. Charley Bazzell will be the guest speaker. A potluck meal will
follow the morning session.

Seats available for Nashville show
Fifteen seats are still available for the Calloway County Homemakers' trip to the Southern Women's Show at Nashville, Tenn., on
Thursday, April 30. The bus will leave from Weaks Center at 7 a.m.
with morning and evening meals at Clarksville, Tenn. The group
will return home about 8:30 p.m. The cost will be $25 per person
and the seats are open to any persons in the area. For information
call Jane Steely, county agent in home economics at 753-1452.

Kirksey team holding promotion
The Relay for Life Team for the American Cancer Society at
Kirksey United Methodist Church has been donated a Princess Bear
beanie baby to help raise funds. Tickets at $1 each or six for $5 are
being sold. The beanie baby will be given away at the opening night
of the Relay for Life on Friday, May 1.

LifeHouse promotion planned
A TY Princess Di beanie baby will be given away on Saturday
morning, May 2, at Readmore Book-N-Card in Chestnut Hills Shopping Center. Tickets are $6 each and are available through Friday,
May 1. Proceeds will be donated to LifeHouse Care Center for
Women.

Lutherans plan special sales
A yard sale and bake sale will be at Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets, Murray, on Saturday, May 2, from 8 a.m. to
3 p.m. The public is urged to attend.

Oaks couples plan bridge play
Couples of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Saturday,
May 2, at 7 p.m. at the club. Hosts for the evening will be Rita and
Richard Huddleston, 753-2959.

Red Cross will offer class
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
offer an Interoduction to Disaster Services class on Tuesday, May 5,
from 7 to 10 p.m. There will be no charge for the class, but you
must register at the Red Cross office. For more information call
753-1421.

Roast planned at Curris Center
Murray Woman's Club will have its annual special dinner and
"roasting" of E.W. Dennison, Sen. Bob Jackson, and Martha Andrus
will be Tuesday, May 5, at Curris Center, MSU. Proceeds will benefit- the Lynn Clarke Griffiths Apheresis Machine and the restoration
of the club house. Tickets will be $20 each which includes a $10
donation, and must be made by Saturday, May 2, at Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods, D.K. Kelley's, Pier I Imports and HT Marketing, or
by calling 436-2204.
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Don't Wait!
Don't Delay!
Get The Cash You Need Today!
If you have an active checking account we will give you cash
for your check today and deposit in 14 days
or your next payday!
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Clayton of 571 Kirksey Hwy., Benton,
are the parents of a son, Noah
Gabriel Clayton, born on Thursday, March 19, 1998, at 5:53
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds one ounce and measured
19 inches. The mother is the former Jodinna D. McCoy. A sister
is Krystian Clayton.
Grandparents are Jim McCoy
of Draffenville, Joanne McCoy of
Puryear, Tenn., and Sandra Clayton of Hamiin.
Great-grandparents are Bill and
Mary Speaks of Gilbertsville and
Bobby and Joanne Oakley of
Calvert City.
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday ,
April 29, 1998:
Self-expression is unusually high
this year. You will tell it as it is, no
matter what goes on. Examine goals
before you cause uproar, for your
sake. Stability at work might be
difficult to come by. Recognize that
the flux reflects your need for change.
In this arena, take the bull by the
horns. Finances are a high priority
as well. If you are single, romance
will bloom and feelings will run deep.
A friendship could develop into a lot
more. If attached, your relationship
is subject to friction, if you don't
eliminate outside pressure. GEMINI
helps you make money.

TUESDAY, APRIL 28, 1998

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

CALENDAR
Tuesday, April 28
Murray Lions Club Bulb and Broom
Sale/5:30 p.m.
Murray High School PTO election for
SBDM Council representatives/7 p m
Calloway County High School Class
of 1978 reunion planning session/6 30
p miPagliai's
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star banquet and
inspection/6 p.m./Masonic Hall.
Ladies Night Out potluck at Murray
Country Club.
Area Girl Scout Leaders/7 p.m./Camp
WOW, Murray.
Health Enhancement Weight Group/
1:30 p.m./Log Cabin Restaurant.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Singles (SOS)/7 p.m./Weaks Community Center. Info/Marlene,
753-2350.

Wednesday, April 15
Murray Lions Club Bulb and Broom
Sale,5 30 pm
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a m.-3 p m.
Murray Country Club Ladies golf/9.30
am
Oaks Country Club Ladies
Bridge/9 30 a m
Kenlake Ladies golf play/10 a.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m -4 p m /for
senior citizens activities.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9 30 a.m , Story
Hour/10.30 am
Health Express of MCCH at Murray
Courtsquare/8 30-11.30 a m and
12.30-3 p.m.
West View Nursing Home Bible
Class/10 a m.; April Birthday party/2
p.m.
AA/closed
discussion/11
a.m./American Legion Building
Info/1-800-606-6047.
Senior Golf League/9 a m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.; Ladies Bible
Study/10 a
Fellowship Supper/5:30
p m.
ARK/WOW and MOTA Year-End family cookout/5 pm of First Presbyterian
Church at Old City Park.
Comedian Cindy Greene
performance/7 p.m./Somino's Pizza,
Durris Center, MSU.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; Purchase Area Positive Christian
Singles/7
p m
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky *34
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
meeting/6:30 p.m./Clinic Building. Info/
**** Endurance is high. You come Marcia, 753-0854.
through when it counts. Phone calls Hardin TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./Hardin
pour in; there is a lot to say. Be Library.
aware of your limitations. It is hard Weak. Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
for you to refuse someone, but you senior citizens' activities.
become upset when you feel he is Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
taking advantage ofyour gentleness. senior citizens' activities.
Alzheimer's Disease Support group
Tonight: Let off steam.
meeting/4:30 p.m./board room of
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
MCCH. Info/762-1103 or 753-5561.
*** It is time to make serious West View Nursing Home MSU
decisions about your work and pro- Time/6:30 p.m.
1117
,
-1
fessional life. Follow intuition with AA closed discussion meeting/8
-,1111
money and a business deal. A boss or p.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/1-800-606-6047.
an authority figure is downright
Stuart Alesinder
Bob Cornelison
unpredictable.You mightdecide that Bingo/6:30 p.m./Knights of Columbus
At
Agent
Hall.
enough is enough. Tempers flare.
753-4703
International Dancer/ p.m./First PreTonight: Balance your budget.
sbyterian
Church.
INSURANC
E
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Your personality helps you Christian Women's Fellowship Ba• Auto
• Mobile
zaar Workshop/6:30 p.m./First Christhit the bull's-eye when pursuing a ian Church.
Home
• Boat
cherished goal. For all your sponta- St. Leo Catholic Church RCIA 11/7
• Health
• Farm
neity,you know your limits and when p.m.
• Business
• Home
to settle down. Extremes mark a First Baptist Church Christians ReRenters
Life
•
•
decision. You might overindulge or sponding to Current Issues/1:30 p.m.;
Annuities
•
Aerobics/5:30
p.m.
explode when you least expect it.
• Nursing Home
E.A.R.S. ConcerV8 p.m./Performing
Tonight: Beam in what you want.
Arts
Hall,
FA
Center,
MSU.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
All-Around Coverage
Residential College Association regu*** You still do not have all the lar meetings/5 p.m./Hart Coffeehouse,
-Around Murray &
All
facts. Take a friend's advice with a MSU.
Calloway County
grain of a salt. A partner might not Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
be as stable as you think. Unex- MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
pected actions by an associate mo- Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
mentarily throw you offbalance.Say a.m.-10 p.m.
little, and remember what is hap- Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
pening. Tonight: Time to cocoon.
National Scouting Museu:n/open 9
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
A Member Service
***** You are mostly focused but a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
find many tempting distractions.
Consider someone's professional input. By evaluating,you aren't agreeing. A partner is typically unpredictable. Consider his point of view, but
factor in the chaos he creates, Tonight: Enjoy the comfort of friends.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Aim for what you want. You
are in the limelight. Take a bow, be
direct and listen to whatothers share.
You question a decision, and someone takes it personally. Nerves fray,
and others react.Trouble comes from
Paid for by candidate
out of the blue. Tonight: Burn the
candle at both ends.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
**** Take the high road when
— Over 25 Years In Business —
challenged. An overview provides
tremendous insight. A partner is
helpful, for a change! Be more considerate with a child or new friend.
Formal Wear and Limousine
You don't see his point ofview. If you
•Weddinga •Prorna •Banqueta •ffirthdays •Anniversanes
did, what occurs wouldn't surprise
304 Main St.
you. Tonight: Make peace.
Murray,
KY 42071
116 N. Market
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
(502) 753-1300
*** One-to-one relating allows new
Paris, TN 38242
Book limousine
(502) 759-4713
feedback.Someone touches you with
(901) 642-5300
Services
Toll Free
his appealing ways. Be willing to
Toll Free
For Prom!
stop what doesn't work; assess op1-888-367-6757
1-888-958-9879
tions. A family member is testy and
cannot handle what is going on. He
is jealous of your popularity. Tonight: Maintain your equilibrium.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Others come to you, though
you feel estranged or put out by their
ideas. A co-worker makes an assumption that simply doesn't work
for you. Listen and evaluate, but
don'tjump to conclusions. Another's
fiery nature elicits a strong reaction.
Tonight: You are accident-prone!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Zero in on what is important.
Work demands attention, though a
financial matter also could distract
you. A risk you have taken or are
about to take could backfire. Put the
brakes on spending. Do not indulge
right now;maintain your work ethic.
Tonight: Work late.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Your unpredictability makes a
family member go haywire. Recognize your limitations, but remain
sure of yourself. Understanding
boundaries, yours and a family
member's, is important. Confrontation feels inevitable, but you could
be the one who triggers it. Tonight:
Chill out.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** You don't appreciate what is
happening. You see an issue in a
different light. Discussions could
break into a feud. Do not back off;
maintain a comfortable distance.
Understanding goes far. A gentle
touch settles stormy emotions. Tonight: Keep communications open.

County Judge Executive

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Dail) dr Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us tor Rates

Holland Motor Sales
Girl Scout Troop 1195 recently read stories for the Dr. Suess' birthday
party. Pictured are Brittany Yoak, Serena BrIttain, and Lee Ann Darnell.
Not pictured are Rebecca Crlpps and Robin Davidson.

)513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

WHEN:

May 5, 1998

TIME:

6:30 p.m.

WHERE:

Murray State University, Curris
Center, Ballroom, 3rd Floor

ROASTEES:

E.W. Dennison, Martha Andrus,
and Bob Jackson

TICKETS:

$20.00 per person (436-2204

for tickets)

Tickets available at Pier 1, Dennlson-Hunt, OK Kelley, HT Marketing & The Garden Path.
Deadline for ticket sales Is May 2nd. No ticket sales at the door.
J

•

iffirfJ's'155

(1*

eNNO

$10.00 of purchase price is a tax-deductible donation. Proceeds are to benefit
the Lynn Clarke Griffiths Apheresis Donor Center 'Person-to-Person: The Gift of Life'
(co-sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club and The Murray Lions Club)
* Restoration of Historic Murray Woman's Clubhouse

A SENIORS PROGRAM

That Puts Some
Pep In Your S

BORN TODAY
Tennis star Andre Agassi (1970),
actress Michelle Pfeiffer (1957), comedian Jerry Seinfeld (1954)

ENJOY THE PRIME OF YOUR LIFE!
Now that you're at the ar:,.(2 when you have time to
enjoy life, what could be more 111114)rtant than
maintaining a healthy, active lifestyle.
Pi-invade, the exciting health and wellness
program from Murray-Callowav County I lospital. is for
people age 55 and older ‘vho want to enjoy the benefits
that come with seniority
Whether you're 55 or 95. its easy to make
PrimeLife a part of your active routine. Exercise
classes. Walking club. Nutrition and fitness
seminars. Whatever your exercise interests or
abilities. PrfrneLife will help keep you moving.
PrimeLife also provides valuable
health disonmts, screenings, the latest
in health education, travel opportunities and more!
Call 762-1590 or 1-800-822-1840, ext. 890 to find
out how :oti can really enjoy the prime of your life!

PRIM

* * *

Support Your
Hometown
Merchants

MURRAY-CAW:NI/AY COUNTY HOSPTML
40.1 Poplar Street • Murray, Ky 42071
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Duncan easy
pick as NBA's
rookie of year

Kemp gets 31 as
Cavs top Pacers,
avoid elimination

7-footer key in Spurs' turnaround

•San Antonio takes
2-1 lead over Phoenix
with 100-88 triumph

By KELLEY SHANNON
AP Sports Writer
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Tim Duncan, a major force
in the San Antonio Spurs' record turnaround was over
whelmingly voted the NBA's Rookie 01 the Year.
Duncan, named Rookie of the Month every month of
the season, received 113 of a possible 116 votes from a
panel of NBA writers and broadcasters New Jersey's
Keith Van Horn got the other three votes.
'It's a goal I had coming into this year,'said Duncan, a 7-footer from Wake Forest selected first overall
in the NBA draft. "I wanted to play well this year and
win this award."
A sellout Alamodome crowd cheeied lJuiiLdn as he
received the trophy Monday night. He went on to score
22 points and lead the Spurs to a 100-88 victory over
the Phoenix Suns in the third game of their first-round
playoff series.
Duncan's 97 percent vote total is the largest since
Shaquillc O'Neal received 98 percent for Orlando in
1992-93.
With the addition of Duncan and David Robinson's
return from foot and back injuries the Spurs went 56-26
in the regular season, an impiovemeat of 36 victories
over their 1996-97 mack. Sari Antonio set another
league record by holding opponents to 41.1 percent
shooting.
"It's been great playing with every one of my teammates because it's a veteran crew I came in here with
little pressure on me because we had ,uk h a core of
great players," Duncan said
Duncan averaged 21.1 points, 11.9 rebounds, 2 1 as
sists, 2.5 blocks and shot .549 from the field. He was
the 19th rookie in NBA history to average at least 20
points and 10 rebounds.
Duncan led all rookies in scoring, rebounding, blocks
and field-goal percentage and ranked seventh in assists.

By KEN BERGER
AP Sports Writer

File photo
Shawn Kemp scored 31 points to lead Cleveland past Indiana 86-77 Monday.

Giants come through
in ninth inning again,
nip Pirates Monday
Overcome 5-0
deficit to win
The Associated Press
Back-to-back home runs one
day, a high infield chopper the
next.
For two straight games, the
San Francisco Giants hit the ball
lust far enough in the ninth inning to win.
Jell Kent bounced an infield
.ingle off home plate with the
bases loaded in the bottom of the
ninth Monday night, giving the
rilarits a 6- 5 win over the Pitts
burgh Pirates.
The Giants overcame a 5-0 ()elicit and have now come back to
will eight times this season. On
Sunday, they rallied from six
rums down, getting homers in the
ninth from Stan Javier and Charlie haves to defeat Milwaukee.
'Like
happen,—
manager
tcani

has

last

year, anything can

said
Dusty
54

San

Francisco

Baker,

whose

come-from -behind

wins -0.er the last two years
"And it's been happening.
You've got to believe you can
come hack, and these guys du
With one out in the ninth, Rich
Foiselle (1-2) walked I T Snow,

Chicago 3, San Diego I
Colorado 4 in

Louis

/

BASEBA

CLEVELAND (AP) — By the
end of the fourth quarter, there
were dozens of people sitting
courtside who were qualified to
coach the Cleveland Cavaliers.
They were pointing toward
Shawn Kemp and shouting that
he should get the ball every time
down the court.
That's pretty much what happened. Whether it was Kemp or
the referees who were responsible
for Cleveland's 86-77 victory
over the Indiana Pacers on Monday night depends on who is
asked.
"A lot of times I thought we
defended him well, but they
bailed him out with the call,"
said Pacers coach Larry Bird,
who missed a chance to sweep
his first playoff series as a coach.
"It's sad when you go to the
line 15 times and they go to the
line 3/ times,- Indiana point
guard Mark Jackson said. "Either
we weren't as aggressive as we
should have been, or it was
something else."
Kemp scored 31 points as the
Cavaliers avoided elimination in
the best-of-5 series with their • See Page 9
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New York, Boston battling
in American League East

New So,*
Boston
Baltimore
Tampa Bay
To(01110

The Associated Press
Despite winning 14 of their last 15 games, the
New York Yankees haven't gained any ground on the
Boston Red Sox.
That's because Boston also has won 14 of its last
15 to remain percentage points behind first-place
New York in the AL East.
Midre Cummings and Darren Lewis homcred in
the eighth inning Monday night as the Red Sox rallied to beat the Detroit Tigers 6-5 at Fenway Park.
The Red Sox overcame a 5-1 deficit to win their
seventh straight and improve to 17-6, with eight wins
coming in their last at-bat.
"I've never seen anything like it, to tell you the
God's honest truth," Mo Vaughn said of the comebacks. "I don't think you try to explain it. You just
roll with it."
The Tigers lost their fifth straight and dropped to
4-17, matching their worst start ever.
In New York, Andy Pettitte beat Roger Clemens
for the second time in less than a week as the Yankees defeated the Toronto Blue Jays 1-0.
Clemens (2-3) allowed only three hits and struck
out eight in seven innings, but he was hurt by six
walks. Pettitte (4-2), who beat Clemens 9-1 at Toronto on April 22, gave up seven hits in 5 2-3 innings,
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Florida
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Tino Martinez drove in the only run as New York
beat Toronto 1-0 Monday, the Yankees' 14th win in
their last 15 games.

Philadelphia iand Hiiuston
New

Sc

Yankees, Red Sox stay hot

who was replaceo by pinchrunner Rey Sanchez. Marvin Be
nard followed with an RBI double into the left-field corner, and
took third on the throw home.
Bill Mueller and Barry Bonds
were both intentionally walked to
load the bases for Kent, who had
gone hitless in four previous atbats. Kent hit a high chopper that
didn't leave the infield but stayed
up long enough to allow Bcnard
to score the winning run.
"I wasn't trying to get a hit,"
said Kent. "I was trying to make
an out," he said. "I hit one to
the shortstop. That didn't work. I
hit oric to third base. That didn't
work. I hit one to center field.
That didn't work, so I thought I'd
hit one to the catcher, and it
worked. It ricocheted right off the
plate."
Robb Nen (3-0) got two outs in
the ninth for the win.
Elsewhere in the NI . it was:
Milwaukee _3, I us Angeles 2 in
13 innings; Atlanta h Aii/ona 5:
5

first home playoff win in five
years. The teams meet again in
Game 4 on Thursday night in
Cleveland, with Indiana leading
two games to one.
In Monday night's only other
playoff game, San Antonio defeated Phoenix 100-88 to take a
2-1 lead in that series.
Tonight, Miami is at New
York, Charlotte at Atlanta, Seattle at Minnesota and the Los
Angeles Lakers at Portland. The
Lakers and Hornets lead 2-0,
while the Heat-Knicks and
SuperSonics-Timberwolves series
are tied at 1-1.
On Wednesday night, it's Chicago at New Jersey, Phoenix at
San Antonio and Utah at Houston. The Bulls lead the Nets 2-0
and the Jazz and Rockets are tied
after two games.
Only five teams have come
back from 2-0 deficits in a bestof-5 series.
"Their backs are still against
the wall," said Jackson, who
surpassed his own club playoff
record with 17 assists despite
turning his left ankle. "We're a
veteran basketball team."
The veteran basketball team
was not happy with the
officiating.
The Cavs, who have three
rookies in the starting lineup and

York

1.

Pntsourgh
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Pinner's age, senior year eligibility in doubt
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (Al')
Artose Pinner, Hopkinsvillc High
School's career leading rusher
and a Kentucky recruit, may have
been too old to compete in his senior year of high school, according to school officials.
"We have received inquiries
concerning the eligibility of one
of our athletes," a statement
from the school said Monday.
"There appears to have been
some inconsistencies in our records as to the date of (Pinner's)
birth. We are currently investigating the matter."
The Christian County Board of
Education announced it also

I)ldii to iiivestigats d possioit .
olation of a Kentucky itrgn
School Athletic Association by
law involving participation of all
ineligible student athlete during
the 1997-98 football season
Under the bylaw, any studeiii
who reaches the age of 19 betuu
Aug. i shall be ineligible tor III
terscholastic competition. A student who turns 19 on or aft,.
Aug. I shall remain eligible iiic
entire school year.
Pinner's school records list two
different birth years. One says he
was born in 1979, while the other
has 1978 as his birth year, according to a school official

Hoo.oisville High School toothall coati Craig Clayton said
Monday that Pinner says he was
born in 1979, making him 19.
Pinner also signed a letter-of
intent earlier this year to play
loothall
the University of
Kentutlsy tic has yet to score
high enough on his ACT entrance
exam to qualify to enroll at UK
['lintel said he probably would
itteiid Mdf Ille Military School in
Texas or Oak Hill Academy in
Mouth of the Wilson, Va. if he
failed to score high enough on
the ACT.
According to the Hopkinsvillc
Board of Lducation's statement,

tlic school has contacted the
KHSAA and Commissioner Louis
Stout to assure his office of the
school's full cooperation and inform him that an investigation is
under way.
A school official said Monday
that a copy of Pinner's birth certificate has been requested.
Stout said Monday he had not
re(eived the letter, which was
mailed Friday. However, he said
he had three different options if
Pinner is found to be ineligible.
He said the school could be
suspended if it is found that Pinner played and knew he was ine-

4
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ligible. Hopkinsville could also
be placed on probation or punished in some other way, Stout
said.
Hopkinsville also could be
forced to forfeit all of its games
from last season. Hopkinsvillc,
led by Pinner, compiled a 13-2
record and advanced to the Class
AAA state championship game.
The Tigers lost, 21-13, to Covington Catholic in the title
game.
Pinner broke all of the school
records during his senior season,
rushing for 3,274 yards and 33
touchdowns while earning firstteam All-State status. He caught

29 passes for 340 yards and three
touchdowns. For his career, Pinner ran for 5,29 yards and 68
touchdowns.
He gained 218 yards per game
and 9.1 yards per carry as a senior. For his career, Pinner
rushed for 8.3 yards each carry.
Pinner's college playing status
should not be affected if he is
ruled ineligible, according to
Tony Neely, the UK media relations director.
"We're just pleased he has
signed with Kentucky and hope
that he becomes a Wildcat,"
Neely said.
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•Yankees, Red Sox...

postponed by rain.
FROM PAGE 8
Athletics 7, Devil Rays 6
Kevin Mitchell drove in three
pitched six strong innings and
struck out seven and walked
runs, including two on a ninthKevin Young hit a three-run
none.
inning single, to give visiting
homer off Giants starter Danny
"It's really special for me,"
Oakland a victory over slumping
Darwin as the Pirates took a 5-0
Pettitte said of his matchup
Tampa Bay.
lead after five innings.
against Clemens. "When I was
Mitchell got the game-winning
"This is a game you need to
little, growing up, I watched him.
hit
off Roberto Hernandez (0-1), win, but they came back at us.
special
not
beat
It's
to
him, it's
who walked the bases loaded be- They didn't quit," said Pittsjust special seeing him out
fore
blowing a a save opportunity
burgh manager Gene Lamont.
there."
for the second time in four tries.
Brewers 3, Dodgers 2
Tino Martinez drove in the
Fred McGriff homered twice
13 innings
only run with a third-inning sacand drove in five runs, and MiAt Los Angeles, Jeromy Burrifice fly for the Yankees (15-5),
guel Cairo hit his first major
nitz hit a two-out RBI single in
who have won six in a row overleague
homer for Tampa Bay, the 13th for Milwaukee.
all and seven straight against the
which led 5-0 before Oakland
Bumitz, who had struck out
Blue Jays.
scored five runs in the fifth to tie
Elsewhere in the AL, it was
it.
Oakland 7, Tampa Bay 6; AnaAngels 3, Orioles 1
heim 3, Baltimore 1; Texas 9,
At Baltimore, Chuck Finley
Minnesota 4; and Chicago 10,
won his 14th straight decision as
Cleveland 3.
the Anaheim Angels extended FROM PAGE 8
Seattle at Kansas City was
their winning streak to five a
fourth who plays regularly,
games.
were 25-for-37 from the line. InFinley (4-0) gave up four hits
diana was only 13-of-15.
over eight innings, struck out
"He's going to score a lot of
nine and walked six. His winning
points, but I thought he was able
streak, which began last July 1, is
to get away and get bailed out
three short of the AL record held
WEDNESDAY
with a lot of calls," Bird said of
by Johnny Allen and Dave
Kemp, who was 9-for-10 from
McNally.
BASEBALL
the line.
Finley, who gave up five runs
"I've been going to the free• Murray vs. Lone Oak
to Baltimore in his previous start, throw
Ty Holland held — 5
line for about eight or nine
retired the side in order only once years,"
SOFTBALL
Kemp said. "It's not gobut lowered his ERA to an AL- ing to
stop."
11 Murray vs. Hickman Co.
best 1.54. Scott Erickson (3-2)
Kemp sealed the victory with a
Murray City Park — 4:30
went the distance for the Orioles, 16-foot jumper that made it 84-77
yielding nine hits and three
THURSDAY
with 29 seconds left.
walks.
Fans who have been sitting on
BASEBALL
Rangers 9, Twins 4
their hands seemingly since the
Rick Helling joined teammate Cavs moved
into Gund Arena in
• Calloway at Murray
Aaron
Sele as the majors' only
Ty Holland held — 6
1994 responded as Kemp danced
five-game winners and Lee Ste- at
SOFTBALL
halfcourt — two hip thrusts
vens homered as Texas won at
and two kicks that got the place
• Calloway vs. Marshall
Minnesota.
as loud as it has ever been.
Murray City Park — 4 30
Helling, playing in front of ab• Murray at Carlisle
"If you can't get excited now,
out 400 friends and relatives from
Bardwell — 4:30
then
you don't belong in this
TENNIS
his hometown of Fargo, N.D.,
building," Kemp said.
struck out 10 in 8 2-3 innings. He
Rik Smits led Indiana with 26
• Calloway vs Lone Oak
gave
up eight hits and walked
CCHS, MSU courts — 4
points on 11 -for-17 shooting bethree while improving to 5-0.
• Murray vs Marshall
fore fouling out with 86 seconds
MHS, MSU courts — 3 30
Helling joined Sele and Kevin
left. Reggie Miller had 18 points
TRACK
Brown (1990) as the only Ranger despite
being hampered by a sore
pitchers to win their first five
• Stewart Stadium — 4
left leg that he stretched and
starts in a season.
limped on during the second half.
Reserve Derek Anderson
scored 11 points and inspired the
Cavs by shoving Dale Davis late
Sponsored By:
in the third. Zydrunas Ilgauskas
had 13 points.
"There's no sense of
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
urgency," said Indiana's Antonio
305 N. 12th St., Murray
Davis, who had two points. "We
(next to Century 21)
didn't say we'd sweep this
team."
753-9627
Kemp's SuperSonics were the
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
last team to lose a best-of-5 seState Farm Insurance Companies
ries after leading 2-0.
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
"I just felt in my heart that
Shawn
did not want to see this
National League
MAJOR LEAGUES
East Div iaion
thing
end
tonight," said Cavs
W
Pct. GB
Atlanta
16
9
640 —
American League
coach
Mike
Fratello, who imNew York
13
591
9
1.4
All Tines CDT
Philadelphia
proved to 2-11 in the playoffs
11
478 4
12
East Division
Florida
9
16
360 7
W
L Pct. GB
with Cleveland.
Montreal
New York
7
15
750
17
5
292 84
Central Division
Boston
17
6
739
Even though the crowd of
Baltimore
W
L Pct. GB
13
11
542 4-4
Milwaukee
16
8
Tamps Bay
667 —
11
17,495 was about 3,000 short of a
478 6
12
Houston
15
Toronto
10
14
391
9 14
8
600
sellout, the ones who showed up
St. Louis
15
14
Control Division
10
600
pot, Ge
Chicago
13
W
L
12
34
520
made plenty of noise. And they
Cincinnati
Cleveland
11
13 10
565
458 5
13
Pittsburgh
Kansas City
10
417
14
11
14
3,4
440
54
sensed
that getting Smits in foul
Minnesota
10
Wait Minion
417
14
34

four times, hit an 0-2 pitch from
Frank Lankford (0-2) to score
Fernando Vina from second.
The run was the first allowed
by Los Angeles' bullpen in 34
2-3 innings.
Al Reyes (2-0) blanked the
Dodgers over the final two
innings.
Braves 6, Diamondbacks 5
At Phoenix, Keith Lockhart's
RBI single with one out in the
ninth lifted Atlanta, which blew a
5-3 lead in the eighth before
beating Arizona for the fourth
straight time.
Atlanta's ninth was set up by

•Kemp...

SCHEDULE 1

SCOREBOARD

I

Jane Rogers Ins.

409 3,4
9 13
190 8
4
17
West DiViii011
W
L Pct. GB
Texas
16
7
606
Anaheim
13
565 3
10
Seattle
11
13
458
5.4
Oakland
9
391
14
7
Monday's Games
BON011 6. Detroit 5
Oakland 7, Tarns Bay 6
Anaheim 3. Baltimore 1
Seattle at Kansas City, ppd. ran
N.Y. Yankees 1, Toronto 0
Texas 9, Minnesota 4
Chicago White Sox 10. Cleveland 3
Tuesdays Gonna
Oakland (T•Igheder 0-0) at Tampa Bay (Johnson
1-0), 11 35 a m.
Detroit (Castillo 0-0) at Boston (P Martinez 2-0).
505 pm
Anaheim (Dickson 0-3} at Bellmore (Rodriguez
0-0), 605 pm.
Toronto (Willem' 1.1) at N Y Yankees (Mendoza 0-0). 6.35 p m
Seattle (Johnson 0-1) at Kansas City (Beecher
1.3). 7-05 p.m
Texas (Oliver 0-3) at Minnesota (Milton 2-1), 705
pm
Cleveland (Nagy 2-1) at Chicago White Sox
(Bare 0-3). 705 pm
Witilneedey's Games
Anaheim (Watson 1-2) at Boston (Wakened 1-1),
505 pm
Texas (Burkett 1-3) at petrol (((eagle 0-4). 606
pm
Oakland (Flogent 3-1) at Cleveland (Wright 1-1).
605 pm
Kansas City (Pichardo 0-2) al Toronto (Guzman
1.3). 605 pm
Seattle (Feuer° 2-0) at NY Yankees (Cone
2-1), 6.35 pm
Tampa Bay (Alrarez 3-2) at Mnnesota (Tewksbury 2-3). 706 pm
Baltimore (Ponson 0-0) al Chicago Whits So.
(Navarro 1-3). 705 pm

San Diego
San Franasco
Los Angeles
Colorado
Arizona

W
L
17
7
13
12
12 12

Pct, GB
706 —
520 44
500
5
385 8
269 11

16
10
7
19
Monday's Games
Houston 4. NY Meta 3
Cinannati 3, Philadelphia 1
St Loos 7. Moritteal 0
Florida 5. Colorado 4, 10 innings
Atlanta 6. Arizona 5
Chicago Cubs 3, San Diego 1
San Franasco 6. Prtlsburgh 5
Mlivauke• 3. Los Anions 2, 13 innings
Tuesdays Game*
Pittsburgh (Cordova 3-1) at San Franasco (Estes
0-4). 2 35 p m
Philadelphia (Stephenson 0-1) at Cincinnati
(Viinchester 0-0). 605 pm
NY lasts (Latter 3-1) at Houston (Halms 1-1),
705 pm
Montreal Hermanson 2-2) at St Louis (Poltte
2-1). 710 pm
Florida (Larkin 1-0) at Colorado (Astaao 1-3
05 pm
Atlanta (Glavin 3-0) at Anton. (Blair 0-4), 905
pm
1.41vaukee (Mercedes 2-0) at Los Angeles (Nomo
1-3). 9 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Clark 2-2) at San Diego (Ashby
3-1) 905 pm
Wednesday's Gemes
Philadelphia (Gran 1 ,2) at Onannan (Hansch
1-0). 11 35 a m
Montreal (Batista 0-1) at St Lours (Mercier 2-1).
t240 pm
N V Meta (Ma) 0-2) at Houston (Lima 3-1)
605 pm
Only gains scheduied

To Qualified Buyers
36 Month payment plan.
Starting As Low As
350 GM 2-Bolt...-............$31.63
2.8 GM........$37.43
351 Ford Windsor
.$38.88
4.3 GM.............-......
$41.42
36 month/50,000 mile warranty.
Plus we offer the Caliber line
of Marshall Engines.

I) & 11 Auto Parts
512 S. 12th St.
753-4563

'For a Representative of the People"
Plod fer by the Cendidata

Want A
Really Green,
Weed-Free Lawn,
Rich and
Beautiful?

1
0/1,11612th Five Points

Professional Lubrication lot
7_ your Ca:, :ruck, motor home.

Reds 3, Phillies 1
At Cincinnati, Eddie
Taubensee hit a two-run homer in
the ninth and Brett Tomko allowed only three hits in eight innings for Cincinnati.

PROFESSIONAL

BOXING
APRIL 30, 1998
7:00 PM
MSU RACER ARENA
THIS EVENT IS A FUNDRAISER FOR THE

RELAY FOR LIFE
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EVENT IS TO RAISE
MONEY FOR
THE FIGHT AGAINST CANCER. LET'S •'KNOCK
OUT CANCER!"

TICKETS

TICKET OUTLETS

$15 RINGSIDE

$10 RESERVED
$5 STUDENTS W/I.D

7.41)( SPORTSWEAR - N. 15TH - MSU CAMPUS
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC - DIXIELAND
SHOPPING CENTER. MURRAY
HIBBETT SPORTS - CHARLES DR. - MAYFIELD
DISC JOCKEY - KY OAKS MALL -PADUCAH

TICKETS OR INFORMATION:
WEST KENTUCKY BOXING (502) 763-7981

-SC( EXCMNG BOUTS* *12 SCHEDULED ROUNDS* 'ALL BOUTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

Low Cost

FINANCING

District #3

759-227 759-1529
We Honor
Competitors Coupons

Cardinals 7, Expos 0
At St. Louis, Donovan Osborne
allowed three hits in seven scoreless innings to win for the first
time since Aug. 31.
The Expos, who lost to Houston 15-0 Sunday, have lost four
straight and haven't scored in
their last 21 innings.
A bases-loaded triple by Delino DeShields in the seventh
broke open a 1-0 game against
Carlos Perez (0-3), who hasn't
won since Sept. 3 and is 0-6 in
his last 10 starts.

Joint Commission

A Putouting

Marshall's

MAGISTRATE

'Brake Service
;Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned
& Operated

At Denver. Bobby Bonilla's
first homer of the season, a solo
shot in the 10th off Curtis Leskanic, rallied Florida.
Bonilla, who had three hits and
two RBIs, sent a 3-2 fastball
from Leskanic (1-3) into the
right-field stands to break a 4-4
tie.
Jay Powell (2-2) got the win
and Antonio Alfonseca pitched
the 10th for his first save.

YOU CAN'T BUY THIS.

HEADQUARTERS

g-Vct BOBBY C 14:447„
STUBBLEFIELD
Most Major Brands

trouble might have been Cleveland's only chance.
Smits picked up his fourth foul
with 4:57 left in the third and
went to the bench. But Miller and
Chris Mullin made layups and the
Pacers extended their lead to
58-53 with 3:33 left.
Anderson gave Cleveland
another weapon besides Kemp in
the third. While making one of
his kamikaze drives to the basket
with 2:26 left in the period, Anderson took issue with the much
bigger Davis and gave him a
shove after the play.
Luckily for Anderson, Kemp
was there to catch the charging
Davis, who got a technical along
with Anderson.
Smits snapped Cleveland's
13-2 run spanning the third and
fourth with a baseline jumper to
make it 68-63 with 9:21 to play.
But he picked up his fifth foul
with 51/2 minutes left and fouled
out with Cleveland leading 80-75
with 1:26 remaining.
Spurs 100, Suns 88
Tim Duncan scored 22 points
and helped key a crucial thirdquarter rally as San Antonio won
the first of two home games that
could carry the Spurs into the
second round.
Duncan, presented the Rookie
of the Year trophy before the
game, also had 14 rebounds for
the Spurs, while David Robinson
had 17 points, 12 rebounds and
four blocked shots. Vinny Del
Negro, starting in place of Will
Perdue as San Antonio countered
the Suns' small lineup, and Jaren
Jackson scored 18 points apiece.
"We had to go with the more
productive lineup to start the
game," Spurs coach Gregg Popovich said.

shortstop Jay Bell's second error
of the game. With a runner at
third, Lockhart blooped his single
to left off Omar Daal (0-1).
Mike Cather (1-1) got one out
in the eighth and Mark Wohlers
pitched the ninth for his seventh
save.
Javier Lopez homered for
Atlanta.
Cubs 3, Padres 1
At San Diego, Sammy Sosa hit
a two-run homer and Kevin Tapani (4-1) shook off being struck
by the barrel of a broken bat as
Chicago snapped a five-game losing streak.
The Padres have lost consecutive games for the first time this
year.
Tapani (4-1) was hit on the left
thigh by the barrel of Archi Cianfrocco's bat in the fourth inning.
Tapani fielded the comebacker
and threw out Cianfrocco to end
the inning. He stayed in the game
and pitched eight strong innings,
allowing one run and five hits.
Rod Beck pitched a perfect
ninth for his eighth save.
Sosa homered in the first off
Joey Hamilton (2-1).
Marlins 5, Rockies 4
10 innings

your
MARSHALL
ENGINE

r

.10 Minute Oil Change

CALL KEN DARNELL
753-1933 or 498-8142

When you leave the hospital to go home, you feel better,
don't you?
Being at home gives you more choices.One of those choices
is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland because of nearly 15 years of
experience in home health equipment.There is no substitute
for professional experience,and Holland is accredited by the
Joint Commission on the Accreditation ofHealthcare Organizations.
No matter which hospital you use,or which doctor you see,
you still have a choice for home health equipment. Holland is
one of your choices.
Your Number One Choice.

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502-442-6311
Toll Free: 1-800-223-4947

Holland Medical EquipmentAsseawawinautimmumwswila&
MURRAY
905 Arcadia Circle • Ky 42071
502-753-1465
Toll Free: 1-800-227-4125

Cell Phone 559-2018
___
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Whitney Elliott and Darby Harper check their
barometer during a study of weather In Sheila
Cooper's class at East Calloway.

A
Ruth':
753-6%

Students In Tracy Leslie's dance class in North Calloway explore various levels of dance. Karen Balzer works with the students.

1998
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,dventurer students helped create a hall Mslay while studying planets at Murray
iementary.

Mc
IN:

Students at Murray Elementary School demonstrate planets they created for a hall digplay on the solar system.

vit
i
,

Southwest students Chase Walker, Ariel Hall and Amanda Embry finish their language arts assignments In Leisha Stetson's class.

Lindsey Pace is making biscults after reading
"The Little Red Hen" in Fonda Grogan's class
at East Calloway.

A

or
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Students Carl Harris, Todd Smith and Nathan
Bazzell are shown learning basic electricity In
David Foley's science class at Calloway
County Middle School.
Jim Peyton shares with Karen Crick's and Toni Bohannon's
classes at North Calloway about artifacts from the Civil War.

Students created and designed their own spacecrafts at Murray Elementary while studying
about space and solar system.

A tru
'I greet
'Bnng
'Solve

Calloway County Middle School students collected personal need Items
for Needllne. They collected over 100
items.

209 S
Mune

Students and parents view the artwork created during the ESS art
program at Southwest Elementary School.
The Paducah Environmental Reponse team Is working with Calloway County Middle School
students.

Calloway County High School seniors Jennifer Stubblefield's electronic office class participate in a
training session on professional wardroblng and personal Images by
Judy Overbey (center) of
BeautiControl.

Students use technology to learn about the solar system. They are playing
Trip Magic School Bus on CD-rom.

Cars,
"Di
11
Da

Roses are red.
Violets are blue.
Now it's my turn
to say,
"My dad is the
optometrist for
you!"

ROOM TO GROW
PRESCHOOL
LEARNILNG THROUGH PLAY
THE WORLD 15 OUR PLAYGROUND
Serving ages 3 through 5

We now have a new
temporary home!

Evecare
Specialties

500 North 4th Street
(the old Shirley's Florist Building)

Dr. Kevin 1, .idamc

Come In And See Us!
Phone.(50) 753-6578
Hours 730 a.m. to 5;20 prn.

3O8 S. I 2Ilt Street

759-2500
lt-f 8 10 a ni
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Displo
$6.25 Cohn.. Inch, 40% Discount 2nd Rua, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
AU 3 /tar Mugs R6101t4iAa 6 Day Period
52 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide
Reader Ads
304 per word $6 0)minimum at day 611 per word pa day for each addiuona, consecutive da.
$200 can for Shoppa Crum . Classif:eds so into Shopping Guide )S2.00 eau'for
hltrid boa ad,

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916
OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Just Say "Charge It"
021

020

VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Br.inds
Ward Elkins
753-1713
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

Wynn's Nursery
Vegetable Plants
Shrubs
Trees & Ferns
Bedding Plants
By The Tray
48 Plants To A Tray
$14.40
Hwy. 69 North,
1 1/i miles from Stateline

1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance Is now
standarized in 10
plane and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance, must pay
has been increased
to 8764 in 1998.
For more information
call:

de-

(Hs-

060

901-782-3508
MISTER Mattress is going
out of business, All inventory mat go! 759-3890.

Modes

Wanted

BIBLE Message 759-5177

Full-Time
Produce Clerk
Needed

HOUSE of CLOTHES
Open Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun
1 to 5. Nice consignment
clothing $1.00 Buys mans,
womens, chiidrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses, Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

Want
To Buy
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray

Apply in person

Owen Food
Market

COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633

No phone cans please

TOP Prices Paid For
Standing Timber 30yrs Experience Master Logger
Degree. Class A Rating.
Insured Swift Logging &
Lumber, 931-232-7978
Work, 931-232-7404
Home Jerry Swift, Owner.

040
Roommate
Wanted
COMPANION wanted for
middle aged woman. For
small fee will furnish lovely
apartment, 2 bathrooms,
living room, fully equipped
kitchen with microwave
oven, 7 closets, separate
washer & dryer hook-up,
and twin bedded bedroom.
Most furnish references, no
pets, driver's koense preferred but not entirely
necessary. Call 753-3249

VISA

Deadline
Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 pm.
Mon 3 p.m.
Tuees. 3 p.m.
_ Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

110
Help

Node*

Ad Deadlines
Publish Day
onday
Tuesday
Wednesday _
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

PART-time driver needed
with CDL license or 5 years
experience. Position open
immediately. Call
502-437-4566.

POSITIONS available at WANTED: Riding mowers
Fifteenth & Olive- Grill cook & 4-wheelers that need
& day servers Call work 436-2867.
753-1520.

SMALL Engine Repair Cal
753-0260
190
Fano
14F1' Krause disk, $350
Call 753-7845.

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Apartments
For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

199
16X80 MOBILE
Ho
in great condition
3br, bath, vaulted ceilings
with large rooms Double
pan thermal tilt windows,
ouse insulation, w/d
k-up, dishwasher, new
t porch with roof, rear
deck with privacy fenced
yard Call 753-6921. 230
Riviera Cts. $18,900

2BR, 1 bath with carport.
central h/a, appliances
furnished, w/d hookup
$475/mo, lyr lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905 or 753-7536

2BR duplex 1906 Green
brier Dr Central tea, ved
hookup, stove reftigera
tor
$375/mo
Call
753 2506 after 4pm

1976 CHEVY grain truck,
16ft bed, twin hoist, new
tires, 350 engine.
1995 LEGEND, 16X80,
492-8659.
3br, 2 bath, tan vinyl, green
FARMALL Super A with shutters, shingled roof
New 8X12 deck, white
cultivators_ $1,500
underpinning, all ap753-8743.
pliances & outbuilding
NH 256 hay rack John Most be moved.
Excellent
Deere 640 hay rack. MF(3) condition. See
& make of12- plows. 489-2740.
fer. 435-4039.

2BR apartment with car
port, w/d hook-up, on Farmer near campus Call
767 9019
2BR, carport, stove/ re
fogerator furnished Gas
heat $325/mo .deposit
Lease required 415
S 10th St 759-4696
28R, central gas h/a, appliances furnished
$300/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

2BR near campus No pets
Call 753-1203
3BR, stove/ refrigerator
furnished Central h/a De
posit & leave required
1303 Chestnut St
759 4696
a2BR, stove/ refrigerator
furnished $375/mo . de
posit Lease required 711
Payne St 759 4696
a3BR, stove/ refrigerator
furnished $375/mo.de
posit Lease required 701
Broad St 7594698

NICE four bedroom, two 2BR,
200
duplex, central h/a,
SALES- CEMETERY
bathroom, 24x50 home
Sports
stove, refrigerator, disBe one of the highest paid
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br. 1
Recently remodeled with hwasher, w/d
Equipment
hook-up Col- bath
in America
Call
with whirlpool tub &
10x16 outbuilding & par- eman RE
753-9898
GOLF
Clubs. Adams tially furnished. Located
1 lam-4pm, Mon -Sat, 2
shower, washer & dryer
MATCHIN
G
mountain
TIGHT LIE copies. 3-5-7-9. only 3 miles east of
cc
753-2971
central h/a, dishwasher,
Murray
bikes & brand new Pana- Never
2BR duplex in Northwood
All Major
used.
garage, large deck Close
STAFFED Residence Pro- sonic camcorder. 1-800-457-9174 $59/ea. on approx. % acre lot. Pr- $375/mo
McCONNELL
No pets
Appliances
iced at $39,900. Call after
to MSU Lease & deposit
viders wanted to work with 753-6348, after 3pm.
050
INSURANCE
759-4406
and Most Major
5pm.
required Call 753 5719
753-7814.
GUNS,
buy, sell, trade
persons with mental
Lost
AGENCY
2 PIECE living room group, 436-5650
Brands.
retardation/ developmental $15/week
And
Found
753-4199
Call 753-4663.
disabilities in community
or nationwide
FOUND: Camera on Hwy based
Mobk
setting. Must be will- 42" BIG screen tv, Hitachi,
240
1824 near Almo. 767-0076. ing
1.800-455-4199
Homes For Rent
to work flexible hours 7yrs old, perfect condition,
our 35th year of service'
and have reliable transpor- $650 Call 753-2753, after
Miscellaneous
2BR, $260/mo. 753-6012.
71$-17111
tation. Minimum require- 6pm.
BEACH
CONDO
for
RENT 2BR trailer. No pets. Referments: HS Diploma/GED,
Valid driver's license. Send ANTIQUE white wedding Gulf Shores, Alabama, 2br/ ences needed. Call
Be An Independent City Route Carrier
dress,
train, & veil. Laced 2ba, Gulfside townhouse. 753-9866.
resume to: Personnel,
AMERICA'S
w/pearls,
For The Murray Ledger & Times
size
Located
8,
$500
near
obo.
Alabama
Community Alternatives
BEST KEPT SECRET
Worn one time only. Point next to the Perdido VERY nice lbr, 12X60
Must have own automobile, good dnving record and
Take a sales position no KY, PO Box 39, Symsonia, 759-9824 after 4 00
Beach Resort. Convenient Stove, refrig, water/ trash
223 W. Chestnut
have own vehicle insurance.
one else will, offer a service KY 42062 or Call Ms. Turto shopping, dining, golf pick-up furnished. 94E 'h
ner
after
Puryear, TN 38251
lpm FOR Sale Nice baby and fishing.
no one else will, earn an
Six
days per week per week delivery of Ledger & Times.
mile
past
East-Y.
$225/mo
2 Decks, cable
income few sales people (502)527-2255. EOE M/F/ changing table, like new N, washer/ dryer.
753-2079.
If
interested
Weekly
contact Jeff Duncan,Circulation Manager at
D/V.
$40. Call 492-8566 after
can.
Rentals Only in Summer.
the Murray Ledger & Times and complete a application.
4pm.
FUNERAL SALES
2115
TOO Many Bills Not
No phone calls please.
The most dynamic com- Enough Money? Call MOWERS, MoneyMobile
back Summer (5/22-9/7) $115
per night. Spring (4/5-5/21)
pany in the industry has 1-800-229-0565 9am to guarantee 753-8292
Horn* Lots For Rent
"Where personalized care is the standard'
immediate opportunities in 9pm EST Mon to Fri/ 10am
$85 per night. Fall
PROM DRESSES: Black
(9/8-11/30) $80 per night. LOTS for rent in new park.
the Western Ky. area. Ben- to 6pm Sat and Sun.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
w/sequins, size 9/10. Teal For reservations call or Concrete drive, parkway &
efits include: ComprehenAdministrator Dale Armour
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY —
sive Training, Medical In- WAITRESSES and green w/sequins & beads, write: Joe and Laura Ward, sidewalk. Water, trash p/u,
surance, 401K, Disability Dancers wanted Doll size 11/12 Both worn one P.O.Box 6223, Montgom- lawn mowed included.
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
Insurance, Company Stock House Cafe,$500+ weekly time only. Call 753-0943 ery, Alabama 36106 $110/mo. Located on MurI have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremely talented
334-278-3299
after 4-30pm.
Plan. Life insurance license 901-642-4297
or ray Paris Rd. Call
& successful in home closes
492-8488.
269-3784.
a plus. To schedule a confi- WANTED:
$45,000 + Per Year
Medical Insur- SEE us for your barn or roof
dential interview contact ance
Maier benefits Company supplied pre-set appointment
billing and collection metal Cut to length. CovMr.
Jones
at supervisor. Oversee all as- ers 36 inches, many
No credit refusals Company training Hours worked
colors
1-800-206-2884 Mailbox
days & evenings
pects of insurance office_ Economy Metal & Supply
#4544.
Must have experience with Co 489-2722
Cali If you are serious
stout a career I ass willre b work 114 TIRED OF INTER
aFULL-time position avail- electronic claims, ICD-9,
STEEL Bldg. Dealership DOUBLEWIDES- 1 acre
Sale continues on
VIEWING people *no only want ii eam S300 $400 per sob*
able immediately for car CPT, E&M codes, and coltracts with water, septic,
avail_
in
select
open
area
and that dont want to mit • Call between 11-4 Mon Set
clean-up. Applicants lections. Excellent salary
driveway. Financing availDaylillies
Various size suites
'1.00
Big
profit
potential
in
boomshould be responsible, de- with benefits, paid vacaable for qualified buyers.
Full-Time Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-3261
Walnut
ing
Plaza
industry.
Call
Mr. Sky Call 767-9435
Hosta
'1.00 & Up
dicated workers. Call tions sick leave. Send reor 742-4435.
104 N. 5th
sume with salary require- (303)759-3200
502-437-4566.
Open TLSO - Sat 9-5
ments to: Manager,PO Box WASHER/
753-830
2 or
dryer,
BABYSITTER needed in 481,
94 East 2 miles follow signs
270
Pans, TN 38242.
$19 95/week
Call
753-9621
my home. 436-2481 or
AS/400 PROGRAMMER-ANALYST
Mobile
753-4663
753-2993
436-5710.
4 CAR shop for rent
Homes For Sale
Mattel, Inc., the world's leading play company, is
070
WESLO Cardioglide, $75_
753-4509
BLACK'S Decorating Censeeking an experienced AS/400 programmer12X70 2BR,
baths on
Domestic
489-2813.
ter is in the process of
INSULATED metal building
rented lot $5,000
analyst at its Murray, Ky. manufacturing facility.
II Childcare
recruiting a shop manager
WINDOW air conditioner, (502)884-5330
41'X76'(3,116 square feet)
The
person we are seeking will have a minimum of
for steady long term em18,000 BTU, like new $250.
plus shed storage. Conployment. $7.00 per hour to CLEANING houses is my Call 759-0719 after 3:30pm 1984 BUCCANEER 14X80 crete floor, overhead doors,
two years programming experience in RPG III/IV
start. Mechanical repair business. Reliable. Call or leave your phone num- 3br, 2 baths, appliances, office; new natural gas
and CL on an IBM AS/400. The successful
central heat & air, new car- heat; fenced
knowledge a plus. Applica- Linda 759-9553.
Reader & Advisor
ber & message.
candidate should have a strong working knowlot; available
pet & underpinning. Extra immediately. $550/mo
tions available at Black's CLEANING houses is my
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
ledge of Query/400. SDA. PDM, and DDS.
plus
nice. 753-9866.
Decorating is an equal op- specialty. Dependable.
isn
deposit. 753-7724.
.1 give advice on Business, Marriage, and Love Maws
Experience in a high-volume consumer products
portunity
employer.
$5/hr. Minimum charge $15
'13nrig Your Problems to Me—I will Help Solve
Nom*
manufacturing environment preferred with a BS
OFFICE
or
store
space
in
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Furnishings
1993 DOUBLE WIDE Mfg. Southside Shopping
COMPUTER person per house. Have referdegree in computer science or related area.
Cenneeded. Basic understand- ences Call Becky, SEE us for all your Furni- home on large lot with ter. 753-4509, 753-6612.
Don't Compare Me With imitators
Mattel. Inc. offers a comprehensive salary and
759-4134.
ing of DOS, Windows '95,
ture & Bedding needs. We 24X30 workshop/ garage.
benefits program in a progressive environment.
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Dolly & Sunday
Novell & Windows NT Net- PART-time or full-time in can save you money Serv- Home has vaulted family
work knowledge would be home daycare. Small group ing you for over 40 years, room & fireplace, all ap200 S. 12th Street
For Appointment Phone
For immediate consideration please send resume
beneficial. Individual of children infant to 3yrs Carraway Furniture, 105 N pliances included. Central
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 787-05011
indicating
current salary to:
h/a, gas heat. South of
should be personable, de- old. Call 753-3193
3rd 753-1502
Murray. GREAT BUY
Mattel, Inc.
pendable & willing to travel
2 story brick building
$40's. MUST SEE! Call
a must. Applicant must SENIORS need
Employment Manager
180
TLC too!
Century
downtown
21,
Loretta
Murray,
Jobs
have good written & verbal 10 year experienced
307 Poor Farm Road E.
Lawn &
careRealtors
502-753-1492
communication skills, Web giver can give that
corner of 4th & Maple.
Garden
to your
Murray, Ky. 42071
Ask for Barbara
experience a plus Mini- loved one. $6 an hour. ReAvailable May 1st.
Fax: 502767-1304
mum 3yrs job experience. ferences available. Call ALMO
COUNTRY MLS/4000785.
Send resume to: P 0.Box 753-2637 ask for Brenda. STORE- Just Arrived For 1994 16X80
An Equal Employment
BUCCASpring Planting- Bedding
2138, Paris, TN 38242.
NEER, central h/a, 6X10
Opportunity Employer
HOME or office cleaning
plants, perennials & vegetfront porch After 5pm,
DERMATOLOGY Of kAur- Regular visits or one time able plants. We
M/F/WD
also have 436-5692
ray is now seeking part- only. Reasonable
potting soil, fertilize, conrates
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
time office help. Approxi- Call 762-4769
crete critters and lawn or120
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
mately 251'irs per week. If
DOUBLEWIDE & lot with
naments! 753-1934
Apsnments
you can type, work well with
large storage building_ 8
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Fos neat
MURRAY 40" riding miles from Murray. Off Hwy
Inn
people & enjoy working in a
Phone: 753-6910
mower, $450 436-2088
small office, we want to
1
&
2
BEDROO
Business
M APTS
641 North. 437-4627.
hear from you. Please send
Very nice 1 & 2br apartOpportunity
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
The Murray Electric System, a customer owned
resume to: 300 S 8th St,
ments in Farmington (11
electrical and telecommunications utility is preSuite 281 W, Murray, KY FOR
miles
from
Murray).
Central
Rent Approx
sently accepting applications for the following
42071. All potential candi- 1700sq,
hie,
w/d,
stove,
refrigerato
r,
ft warehouse
dates will be contacted per- space
dishwasher provided Wapositions:
or convert to office
sonally for interview No space. 12th &
ter & trash pick-up inStory street,
phone calls please.
cluded No pets. ReferTELECOMMUNICATIONS/BROADBAND
Murray 12ft overhead
489-2756
ences required Available
NETWORK ENGINEER
ESTABLISHED expanding door Contact Nathan at
Hours
March 1st Starts at
CPA firm needs exper- 502-575-6200
Thursday & Friday
4-7 p.m.
$315/mo 762-4483
This position will oversee the design and construcienced, ambitious CPA.
Saturday
Our new nursing home policies
9 a.m.-5 p.m. 8am-4pm or 345-2748 after
tion of a fully interactive broadband wide area
120
Please send resumes to
5Pm
Bedding Plants, Hanging Baskets, Tomato
network. Applicant must have extensive computer
have an alternate plan of care that may
PO Box 1040-S, Murray,
Plants & Daily Geranium Specials
networking skills. and be willing to increase
Computers
KY 42071
1BR apartment near campay for care in your own home if you
knowledge base. Must be knowledgeable of
pus No pets 753-1203
would otherwise have to go to the
FULL time help wanted
telephone, voice, video and data transfer, and have
200 PENTIUM CPU up
Jamie
&
Jane
Potts
Apply
at
113R,
Calloway
available
now,
k4onu
stove,
nursing home.
some knowledge of RF applications. Must have
refrigerator, all utilities.
1107 Potts Road
ment Co. 1707 West Main grade Will install, $200
Everyone would rather stay at
753
3280
supervisory skills, and public relations ability.
furnished Coleman RE
St Hours 7 30am 4 30pm
1-mile off Hwy 121 West of Stella
Position will answer directly to SuperimendenL
home if possible and now we may be
753-9898
FULL time position avail
Ian
able to provide the money under the
able for car salesperson
1BR Diuguid Dr. new Call
CABLE TELEVISION
Want
Experience required
Coleman Realty 753 9898
alternate plan of care!
To Buy
ENGENFER/TECHNICIAN
Please send resumes to
1BR near university. ap
Premier Motors, 537 Bee
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE
Applicant must have extensive experience in cable
ANTIOUI '; A rollia Mar,
For the best possible prices with FREE
pliances furnished
wars Hwy, Hardin. KY
TV
industry. Applicant should have working
piece
1
ill
Gall
0i
$275/mo
deposit
plus
No
delivery and setup go to
42048
753 9411
knowledge of both cable installation, and headend
pets References required
753 4181
applications. Should he knowledgeable of hybrid
HOUSEKEEPING needed
CASH hA G.I. Joe tor, old
at local business Part time or now 753 7185
fiher/cosx ial system. Applicant should have super1 OR 2br apts near down
position is available 4 5
visory skills, and public relations ability.
town Murray starting at
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 • 4 lano
days a week
Call UM of Mato older (.oupes)
$200/mo 753 4109
502 437 4566
(across from Memorial Gardens
Applications may be obtained at the Murray
with large down deposit
Electric System office at 4th & Olive Streets. A
seeks
owner
financed
MOTHERS & Others Work
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
complete resume including references should
house in Hazel MI ray
from home Free vacation
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
accompany the application Murray Electric SysLose weight Get paid Call area Please call Maureen
44 or
Wore Eipm 502 753 4248
Paula 1.800-2975670
Free Delivery • 753-4566
tem is an equal opportunity employer.

Ward

OPENING FOR CITY
ROUTE CARRIER

Puryear Nursing Home

Seeking resident desiring quiet
rural community oriented home.
9 0 1 - 24 7- 3 20 5

Peonies Blooming Now
Bethel Gardens

Office Space

ar.

art

Mrs. Ann ,

FOR RENT

HALEY'S
114119Duck

753-1483

t73 Rental and Sales

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

oreenscape Nutt
e

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!

Need Furniture? Bedding?

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY

"
4"..lentrallelsr

Wiggins Furniture

40011?-11,

12

LEDGER & TIMES

MURRAY

TUESDAY

EllApartmenta

1

CALLOWAY Garcitins Essex Downs Apartments ac
cooling &pi:vacations for 1 &
2 bedroom apts CenVal
heat & as Otfioe hours Barn
to 12noorv lpm to 5pm
502-753-8556. TDD
1-800-545-1833 ext 283
Handicap Accessible,
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
DUPLEX at 1700 Bo
Ln APPila

VERY nice 2br 2 bath w
garage 1/, years old All
appliances ed $600/mo
906-B
N 20th St
753-3119

Homes
For Saes

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able
753 2905 or
753-7536

106 WILLIAMS 3 blk to
IASU 31ar. 2 bath brick oak
cabinets build in oven.
microwave, dishwasher,
eat-in kitchen, w/console
and surface unit Conan
tops on sinks, console, secretary, and built in China
cabinet, master bdrm has
walk-in closet and double
sink $99.900 00 Phone
767-0895

FOR Sale or Trade 2 story
log home. 3800 sq ft. 13
acres fenced with pond.
30'X60 shop, 120'X50
barn, 24'X36' barn. 18 X36'
barn, 24•X40 equipment
shed Phone 753-7687

Pets
Rooms
For Rent

& Supplies
6YR old female Sheltie
'beautiful' Needs a loving
home $75 759 8080

SLEEPING
room
$150/mo Coleman RE
753-9898

AKC Reg Labs chocolate
$100 black $50 1st shots
12 weeks Call after 5pm
436 5647

Houses
For Rent

EFFICIENCY apt near
campus No pets Call
753-1203

2 & 4 5BR in Murray &
Lynngrove Lease & deposit required 753-4109

GARAGE Apt 404 South
81h St $200 per month No
pets Leave message at
759-4771

2BR, 1 bath located in
town $275/mo plus deposit 435-4035

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS Make it
your home' Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities Office hours
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri
(502)753-8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW lbr efficiency apartment All appliances including w/d University Heights,
$325/mo tbr apartment
downtown, new appliances
including w/d, $265/mo
Deposit No pets 753-4937
M-F 8am-5pm

3BR, 1 full bath brick style
house Shaded lot with garden spot $503/mo plus deposit 489-2201, after 5pm
3BR, $425/mo + deposit
central gas Iva, partially
furnished
No pets
753-8981
3BR brick, central ha,
Hazel Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR, 2 bath 753-4444
FOR Lease 3br house in
town, completely remodeled New appliances with
w/d hookup $465/mo Deposit No pets 753-4937
M-F, 8am-5pm

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

NEW 2br, 2 bath, all appliances furnished. Available end of May. 708-A
Bagwell, 753-7813 or
753-7903 leave message.

All Size Units
Available

753-3853

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm

13'x24' STORAGE Bid with
10410 overhead door Location at 5 Points More into
Rogers Enterprises
753-5140

NICE 2br, 1 bath apartment, all appliances Great
location Call Mur-Cal Realty 753-4444

Hwy 299
Mini Storage

NICE 2br duplex, $450/mo
753-7457

489-6166
489-2796

NICE 2br furnished apartment, 105 N 16th St, $375
plus deposit No pets
753-0870
NOW available- lbr apartment, furnished and paid
utilities Lease arid deposit
required Near downtown.
No pets 436-2755

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.

641 Storage
All Sizes
A‘qtilable

NOW open, extra large 2br
apt, water furnished, w/d
hook-up $325/mo lbr
open in June $215/mo
753-6716
C-STORAGE, 1015 stor
age
units, 4th St & SycaNOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedmore E Next to Cunning
room apartments Mur-Cal
Apartments, 902 North- ham Auto Repair
wood Dr, Murray, KY 753-3571
759-4984 Equal Housing
Opportunity

753-5585

EASTSIDE

VERY nice 2br, 11
/
2 baths
Townhouse Appliances
furnished iv/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, 1yr lease
1 mo deposit No pets
753-2905, 753-7536

AKC Shih Tzu puppies 4
males & 2 females Excellent markings & very
healthy Dam & Sire on
premises Call 759-4621

GATESBOROUGII COLONIAL

Large Moving
Sale

8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Household items, women's & junior clothes,
word processor, bicycles. Priced to seill
410
Public
Sate
WE sell the earth CW Shelton Real Estate & Auction
Company 502-247-1385

(Apo:

smoroa-Beautifully decorated, 4,350 sq. It. spacious,
5 BR, 31/2 baths, study w/custom cherry
cabinets, large closets, play/tv room, 16x33
family room w/FP, living room, formal
dining room, front & rear staircase, eat-in
kitchen w/breAfast bar, appliances, interior
& ext. French doors, hardwood floors, 2 car
garage w/workshop & finished loft, attic
storage, large yard, brick patio, privacy fence,
quiet dead end street, new siding & roof .96.

City or county schools. Great buy at
$219,000.
Call 753-8276, 753-0998 for appt.

Ire

11AC, fenced, ponds
24X36 shop, 74 trailer
$43,000 436-5733
3BR. 2 bath Modular, 3tx, 1
bath frame, 25x25 work
shop Lots of outbuildings
on 21 acres in Almo,
$43,000 Call 527-7067.

1
11

•SOWANWMA10011.-

•

Ada&

DUPLEX near campus
$28,500 For sale again,
old contract was terminated 898-8564 after 7pm
No realtors please
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
PRISTINE building site in
Aurora. KY 5 acres •/$15000 Please call be
tween 8 30am 7 30pm
753 0289

,,q4

Lots For Sale

1 75 AC Rockhouse Creek
$13,000
Estates
436 5733

A tremendous range of choices in city limits
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W

1 ACRE lots with restnc
bons 4/, miles north of
Murray 759 9192

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487

BIG lots available
acre
acres In Coles
to 2
Campground area Call
502 489 2183

www.kentucky.homes.com
E-mail: carolwood@msn.corn

ASA

NEED A HELPING HAND???
let

Nick's

HANDY HANDS
do the work!

inside or

out,

No Job's Too

Small

Call Nick at (502) 767-0728
Murray, Kentucky

References Available

PRICE REDUCED!! 1523
OXFORD Dr Stir, 3 bath
Completely remodeled,
kitchen, bathrooms, all
hardwood on 1st floor, all
carpet, interior paint, outside trim, gas logs & central
air unit A perfect house for
entertaining on a large
140X120 corner lot in Canterbury Estates This house
is for sale by owner below
appraised value Price Reduced' Call 759-9219

JUST west of Murray, 382
West Grove Dr in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision, 2br, 2 bath deck,front
porch, cathedral ceiling.
oak cabinets $84,000
759-2571, 559-2031
MUST Sell Quickly 3br
home in quiet subdivision
Call 762-3242 days,
753-4086 nights

NEW 3br. 2 baths, 2 car
garage, deck Cathedral
ceilings in living room/
DOG KENNELS- 10x 10x6,
kitchen Central gas h/a,
$18995 Set up & delivery
gas hot water tank City
available Farmers Far
water, natural gas Located
macy. 759-2248
5min from Murray in nice
1901 WESTWOOD, 4br or neighborhood $93,000
DOG obedience classes or 3br w/study, brick home Call 753-9785, voice page
private Serving Murray 17 Large family room w/ 742-6897 leave number
years 436-2858
fireplace, combination Irv- NEWLY redecorated 4br,
2
FLEA SEASON IS HERE! ing & dining room, kitchen, bath brick home on 10
New Power Spot & Bio Spot utility, 2 baths, kitty car- acres with 2 car garage,
in stock now Hugh stock of peted Central h/a, founda- stocked pond barn &
tion storage & storage fenced Hwy 94 near Tr,
flea collars shampoos, etc
buildings on corner lot Ex- City 502-382-2696
Farmers Farmacy
cellent condition Call
759 2248
753-7122 or leave
OWNER ready to sell. Neat
HUSKY mix female, 3yrs message
3br brick ranch style house,
old Needs a good home
2 STORY brick house, ap- approx 1850 sq ft on V.
753-9842
pros 3600 sq ft, 4 bed- acre lot. Many updates
REGISTERED Border Col- rooms, upstairs
bonus Nice subdivision 4 miles
lie pups, 6wks old Interna- room, 2/
1
2 bathrooms, for- southeast of Murray. Asktional Champion Sired
mal dining room, office or ing $78,900. Call 753-1159
$200 753-8506
living room, family room, for appointment_
kitchen, utility Nice hardOWNER'S: Well mainware floors, Berber carpettained 3br, 2 bath, 1870 sq
ing and tile flooring Great ft living
area. 1.2 acres.
storage and closet space. Beautiful
trees. Central air/
House has 2 heating & air heat Large
stone fireplace
7YR old Reg Quarte
units City utilities, electric Nice carpet, tile
floors
Horse Gelding Sorrel ith & gas Great extras such as
Large amount closet, cawhite blaze, 16
lOtt ceilings, doors, trans- binet space. Considerable
good all ar
its, etc. Call 753-3966 for ceramic
tile in kitchen and
Needs g.. \)
.ve appointment to see.
baths 2 carports. 3 cars/
no a
& lam
Need to sell 3 4BR house for sale 105 ft camper/ MH. 1406 N 4th
Upper $80'5
ST
36-2348 or leave commercial road frontage
521 S 4th St $34,900 Re- 753-8094
m sage
cent appraisal for $38,000
WILLOW Oak Farms horse 753-8767
PRICE REDUCED!! 1523
boarding facility Self, full or
OXFORD Dr. 4br, 3 bath
pasture, arena Round pen 3BR, 1Y, bath, large Completely remodeled,
kitchen, garage, vinyl kitchen, bathrooms,
435-4619
all
sided, $79,000 759-1719 hardwood
on 1st floor, all
Inn
3BR, 1 bath brick, newly carpet, interior paint, outYard
remodeled, new roof Large side trim, gas logs & central
Sal.
fenced backyard & brick air unit. A perfect house for
patio Carport Quiet neigh- entertaining on a large
borhood. 1606 Parklane 140X120 corner lot in Canterbury Estates. This house
Or. $77,500 759-5999
is for sale by owner below
38R, 2 bath with central appraised value. Call
h/a, carport & deck in nice 759-9219.
1700 Ryan
subdivision $75,000.
Rain or Shine
REDUCED! Brick ranch
753-7091
style 4br,
bath, 2 acres
Thur & Fri.
3BR on 7 75 acres, 40X60 '4 mile West Lynn Grave
Hwy
West
shop
94
in
Cal4/30 & 5/1
Call 502-435-4128
loway Co 435-4213

BP
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

.190

Ss°

Homes
For Sala

380

110

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesley Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included. rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

998

Moms
Rentals

330

posit

1

3r0

For Rent

1131Fer Real

APRIL 28

Farms
For Side
67 ACRES., on edge o
Graves Co. young timber
$55 000 753-9274
ACCEPTING BIDSOn 68 acres (34 acres in
timber) Estate of Onyx and
Obera Newsome Farm
house, tobacco barn & out
buildings, in Calloway near
Gob Seller reserves the
right to reject any or all bids
345 2280 after 5pm

Services
Offered

1988 HONDA Civic, Sap, Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
ac good condition $2,000 stump removal, tree spray
ing, leaf raking, hedge trimobo 753-8743
ming, Landscaping, mulch
1989 MITSUBISHI Preas, hauling &
mulch spreading,
2dr Hatchback. 4sp. air. gutter cleaning
Licensed &
$1500 obo 753-3280
insured Full line of equip1991 MAZDA 323 Hatch- ment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
back, Sap,78.XXX, super Lamb
1400-548-5262.
reliable, $3500 obo
753-9295
A&A Lamb Brothers Com1992 TOYOTA Celica GT, plete Lawn Care Mowing,
dark maroon, electric leaf mulching landscaping
moon roof, Sep, tinted win- Mark Lamb, 436-5791
dows 1 owner $6,500 Call
ADAM'S HOME IM759-1663, leave message
P ROVEMENTS.
1993 CORSICA, good con- Remodeling/ Repairs Indition high hwy miles side & Out No Job Too
Small 759-9906
$2,800 obo 492-6222
1995 MUSTANG GT convertible, SOL, teal green/
tan, loaded, 48,XXX miles
$15,900 759-9953

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, Junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

1997 SATURN 4dr, auto,
power wit, sunroof, od
player, keyless entry,
17,XXX miles. Asking price
$15,000 Call 753-8271.

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214

Vane
1984 FORD van, $1,300
436-2088
1987 FORD Aerostar minivan, V6, automatic, env, pA,
Cruise
$1,800 obo
759-9086
1996 FORD Windstar,
loaded, nice condition
$13,000. 492-8899.
500
Used
Trucks
1977 CHEVY 4wd,% ton,
$2,500 753-1940 after
5pm
1977 DODGE 1 ton club
cab pick-up, automatic, 440
motor, $2,500. 759-9086.
1977 DODGE W100 4X4,
p/s & brakes, new tires
$1,300. More info Rogers
Enterprises 753-5140,
1992 MAZDA B2600, extended cab, automatic, air
Clean. 435-4330,
510
Campers
1970 STARCEtAFT pop-up
camper, sleeps 6, has
closet, ice-box, propane
gas stove, dinner table,
electric & water hook-up,
lots of storage Fair condition. $500 obo. 436-5220.
1979 PROWLER,27ft, very
good condition $2,900.
753-0444 No Saturday
calls please.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455,

530
Simko,
Offend

Services
°tiered

JAILER CANDIDATE:
22yrs experience as a c.or
racoons professional
Trained & educated to provide full-time community
Protection & save taxpayers money Compare the
qualifications & hire PHIL
HAZLE to be your new
kind of Jailer Paid for by
Phil Hazlet

STOCKWELL METAL
ROOFING- lsn t it about
time you got the roof you
want, Windows & metal
roofs, any style, any color
Free estimates 753-6565

BUSH-HOGGING, gardens tilled, lawn renovation, 759-2248 ask for Jeff
or 345-2770 after 6pm.

TJ 's Lawn Service Mow
ing, trimming act
753-5647

LAWN Service- Mowing.
trimming & clean-up Free
estimates 437-4722

TUCKER Lawn Car•
Service- Mowing, trimming, clippings removal
mulching & total lawn care
Free estimates Ph
502-759-9609

LAWNS, trees, bushes,
flowerbeds General outside yard and building
maintenance D B Lawns
Etc (502)767-0768

WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning.
Serving Murray 26 years
Clean fresh, healthy carpets and upholstery Home
or office Free deodonzer
Free estimates 753-5827
Visa/MC
LEWIS Exterior CleaningHouses, Mobile Homes
Brick, Vinyl, Concrete Singlewides $50 Doublewides
$95 (502)753-6490.

WASHER & Dryer Repair
service call $19 95
795-0103
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, Microwaves Free
estimates Authorized
dealer for 18-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network
Free info Mon-Fri, 1-5.30
753-0530

LOOKING for a change in
your lawn care with a
superior cut? Call Yard
Tack Grass Bagging available. 437-4723.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL MIKE SMALL COND EPENDABLE.
STRUCTION
Free esti502-767-9552.
mates. Remodeling, fencBACKHOE Service - ROY ing,decking, roofing & elecHILL Septic system, drive- trical. 489-2832.
ways, hauling, foundations,
MITCHELL Bros. Paving.
etc 436-2113
Oldest paving company in
BACKHOE Service- small Calloway Co. For
estimate
jobs, driveways, box blade, call 753-1537, 492-6141,
rottertIlling, snow removal.
MOODY'S Mower Repair.
753-0834 or 759-9835.
Pick-up & delivery.
BASEMENTS & Homes. 753-5668
Sub & General contracting.
Insulated concrete forms MORRIS Mobile Home
(R32) StyroCrete builders. Movers- Local & Out Of
502-436-2007
or State Moving. Licensed &
Insured. 767-9630.
502-436-5264.
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584.

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759-4690

LAWN mowing, reasonable
& satisfactory 759-4659

APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore. 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
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SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

EMI

SOUTHWEST Villa Homel
4br, 37, baths, nearly
1987 ARGOSY 33tt travel
4,000 sq ft plus beautiful trailer.
Excellent condition,
greatroom with tray ceiling, $8,500.
Call 436-2499,
brick fireplace, wood floors
4BR, 11
/
2 bath, new roof,
Landscaped, fenced yard,
520
natural gas heat, large lot, great
location! Less than
Boats
partially renovated Needs 3yrs
old 753-3238 for
& Motors
finishing Close to city park
appointment.
& shopping center. Across
14FT Polarcraft with 25hp
from Taco Bell, 1011 SOUTHWEST Villa- 3br, 3 Evinrude motor.
Runs
Payne. $39,000. 759-1070_ bath, living room with good. $1,000.
753-7925.
cathedral ceilings, dining
ARCHITECT designed
room, kitchen with break- 16Y, FT Runabout, new
solar home on 18 acres.
fast room, double car gar- motor & upholstery, $3500
Near Irvin Cobb Resort
age, lots of storage, fenced 759-2174 after 5pm
3br, 1 /
1
2 baths, Cypress
backyard with 12X20 outbeam ceilings, custom
building Call 753-5761 for 1978 15FT VIP fishing
woodwork & ceramic tile
boat, 70hp Johnson, 12/24
appointment
throughout Stone work by
Johnson trolling motor, 2
local artist, walk-in pantry,
depth finders, new seats,
470
root cellar & greenhouse.
$1,500, 753-8743.
Large shop with attached
1989 24FT pontoon boat,
equipment shelter
Motorcycles
100hp, good condition
436-2669
Best reasonable offer
BEAUTIFUL SOUTHERN 1991 RM 250 great shape, 753-7629
STYLE- Inspired by the new engine & more Must
1989 STRATOS f&s.
Cover of "Southern Uv- sell' $1,750 753-8838
200hp Evinrude motor,
ing" Magazine. Four (4) 1992
HONDA XR-250 L
12/24 Evinrude toiling mobedrooms, 27, baths, dual sport,
on road, off tor, 2 depth finders, excelstudy/ rec room sunroom, road Great
shape $1,795 lent condition, 753-5341
atrium, great room with fire- obo 474-8666
days, 767-9503 nights,
place, front porch, deck,
1993 YAMAHA Pro VXR
and large, wooded lot
(1313 Oakhill Dr / Camp- 1995 SIZUKI RF 900R, wave runner with trailer,
4
XXX
miles,
burgundy,
jet
Excellent condition $3,000
bell Estates) PHI
kit, micron headers & pipe obo 436-5720.
759-1830
limited production Kevin
BEAUTIFUL, 9 rooms, 27, 251-9687
1995 SUNCRUISER,teal &
bath, utility, central h/a,
salmon color, bimini top,
1996
Bear
BIG
4X4
2.500 sq ft, basement, 2 car
11 Shp Evinrude Apprx
garage, fireplace, shade & $5,000 436-2088
30hrs, like new, $11,900
fruit trees, fence, 641 HONDA Goldwing, 56xxx 559-8510 or 753-8767
South 759 5384 $97,000 miles, $3900 759-2174 af1997 WAVERUNNER 6P
BY Owner Drastically Re ter 5pm
1200 Yamaha, $5,500
ducedl Owner relocating
759-2419
1800 sq ft 3br, 2 baths
FOR Sale- 1987 Riviera
Vaulted ceilings in living,
11131por1 Utility
Cruiser, 24' pontoon
dining, kitchen, master
Vehicle*
w/48hp Evinrude, deluxe
bedroom/ bath with unique
seating, full instrumenta
plant shelves Oak parquet
in entry with neutral carpet- 1993 FORD Bronco, Don, 11' aluminum top, factory camper enclosure,
ing throughout Master loaded, nice condition
$13,000 492-8899
propane gas grill, (2) 12gal
bedroom has separate sitaluminum fuel tanks, am/fm
ting area plus walk in
stereo cassette w/equilizer,
closet Large front & back
ago
Hummingbird LCR 400
porches Central gas h/a
Used
depth finder, 108 Channel
Landscaping includes
Cars
Marine radio phone
Bradford pear trees, dog$6,000 Call 753-0663
woods & azaleas Call 1982 FORD LTD 74,XXX
502 753 4105 after 5pm
miles, $700 753 9785
GALAXY ski boat. seats 6,
By Owner
1984 CHEVY Citation, ex- 6500hp Mercury $3,500
2000. sq It, 3br, 2 bath, 5. cellent condition, 96.XXX obo Call 753-8413
acres Open house May miles Price nog 753 5724
WANT TO BUY
2nd & 3rd 436 2832 for
appointment
1985 CAMERO Z-28, Used 40 to 50hp outboard
motors 436-2542
$2,000 obo 1985 S 10
BY owner 3br tutor, 27,
bath, huge It w/full wall needs body work $900
530
stone fireplace, huge gar- obo Phone 759 1638
Services
age fenced backyard, 1986 DODGE Lanser Sap.
Offered
2000sq ft 1566 Mocking- a/c, 4dr, low miles turbo,
bird, priced below market runs great $1,350 obo
3-0 DOZING, backhoe
value 436 5229
1983 Dodge Ram pick up, septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
camper shell 4sp runs
JUST out of Realty' Re
502 437-4969
good. $1,050 767 0508
duced by $15,000 Martin
Heights ranch brick 3br, 2 1988 CHRYSLER
LaBa
A 1 Tree professionals
bath over 2500 sq ft, gas ron, 753 4787
Stump removal, tree spraylog fireplace, new carpet &
ing, serving Murray, Callo
hardwood, beautiful in 1988 OLDS 98 Regency, way County since 1980
ground pool $137,500
high miles, good condition, Free estimates 437 3044
759 2406
$1750 firm 436-2542
or 492-8737
3 DUPLEXES for sale
2br, 2 bath Less than 4
years old 753-5341 days,
767-9503 nights

510

530
Used
Cats

ssn

Milky
Trailers
1996 AVENGER
16FT ENCLOSED
CARGO TRAILER. Dual
axle, electric brakes, double doors on back, single
door on side, roof air vent,
stone guard on front, white,
excellent cond, $3000 firm
Call 474-8704 leave
message.

MULCH delivered. Murray,
436-5560.
PAINTING interior- exterior. Free estimates
437-3879.
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255.

VERY loving puppy to a
good home Call 759-2345
if you want to adopt her

Classified

REMEME

CARPET Cleaning
753-5827 Lee's
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs, Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning.
753-6300 anytime.

mb Brothers

Tree Service

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113

502-4-36-574.41
2.-800-548-5.26.2
LICENsED & INSURED Fled Emmaus
24 Hr. Service
I.
Help Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stemip
Removal

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592
CONCRETE finishing sidewalks, drives, patios.
Free estimates 435-4619
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Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available

for 1st time buyers, bad
4
-7fitiple
credit., repo's Or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm.
Horace Sholar

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

FOR

Mayfield
Kentucky

L/CU 6TI I
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Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construction, rewiring, mobile home
hookups, electrical maintenance and repair Call anytime Murray, 762-0001,
cella 519-1592

aoiNG
TR(

We do any & all types of roofing.
Family Ownod & °parroted
Paul Lamb
759-6081 • 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Fres Estimates • 24 hour Emergency Sonic*

EMERGENCY water removal, 24 hours 753-5827
Lee's

GAR

GARDENS- Tractor tilled,
breaking, bushhogging
Jimmy Edwards,435-4465

Interest rates are low, building costs are down
& spring is here. Now is a good time to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want to be your

GARDEN Tilling Tractor
with 60 inch rototiller Jon
esy 437-4030

ONE'
W11

building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price belbre we
start. If).ou are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake
homes. large or small.

GARDEN tilling. bushhogging, small jobs, driveways
graded with box blade Gerald Carroll 492-6159
GRAVEL Haul & spread
for driveways Jonesy
437-4030

Bruce Green
'Badding t'on Melors, Inc.

HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Yes. we paint houses Ph
•
753-2388 Of 436-5759

(502) 753-8343

HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860

LAWN & Home Clean-up
Services Lowest prices
759 0225 759-5341

CAT

Auto Loans

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds,carports. Also repair
& rebuild. Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753-7860

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & In
sured
Luke Lamb
502 436 5950

Tree Trimming
Service
hill Line of
Equipment,

ClulAilp

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
414)
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IS A GREAT TIME TO INCREASE YOUR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.
Num.

Tea years ago
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
was honored with the announcement of a scholarship fund bearing his name at Murray State
University, and Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
past president Horold Doran was
named Citizen of the year at the
61st annual banquet of the local
Chamber of Commerce at Curris
Center, Murray State University.
Births reported include a boy
to Lisa and Rick Parker and a girl
to Penny and Randy Dunn, April
22; a boy to Barbara and Gayle
Pates, a boy to Cathy and James
Moreland, and a girl to Linda and
Al Colley, April 23; a girl to Alicia and Richard Miles, April 24.
Twenty years ago
Murray Mayor Melvin Henley
has billed L. & N. Railroad's
Nashville offices for $200 worth
of expenses he says the city incurred during a train derailment
here on April 22.
Beth Boston, a senior at Murray High School, is one of 15 students in Kentucky who will receive a National Merit Scholarship. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fil Boston.
Calloway County Homemakers
held a "Tasting Luncheon" as a
fundraiser on April 27 at First
United Methodist Church. Judy
Stahler is foods chairman.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hicks,
March 30.
Thirty years ago
Six state troopers have been
assigned to boat patrol duty by
the Mayfield State Police Post
Commander Sgt. Ray McCarty.
They are Guy Turner, Iris Crawford, James Barnett, Bobby StalIons, Glenn Simpson, and Walter
Adcox.
Murray Woman's Club won
first place of $100 for the safety
award at a meeting of Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs at
Lexington April 23 and 24. Betty
Lowry of Murray, state president,
presided. Mrs. Don Keller has
been chairman of this s cial

DAILY COMICS
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LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, April 28, the 118th day of 1998. There are 247
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 28, 1947, a six-man expedition sailed from Peru aboard a
raft named the Kon-Tiki on a 101-day journey that took them across
the Pacific Ocean to Polynesia.
On this date:
In 1758, the fifth president of the United States, James Monroe, was
born in Westmoreland County, Va.
In 1788, Maryland became the seventh state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1789, there was a mutiny on The Bounty as the crew of the British ship set Capt. William Bligh and 18 sailors adrift in the South
Pacific.
In 1940, Glenn Miller and his Orchestra recorded "Pennsylvania
6-5000" for RCA Victor.
In 1945, Italian dictator Benito Mussolini and his mistress, Clara
Petacci, were executed by Italian partisans as they attempted to flee
the country.
In 1958, Vice President Nixon and his wife, Pat, began a goodwill
tour of Latin America that was marred by hostile mobs in Lima, Peru,
and Caracas, Venezuela.
In 1967, heavyweight boxing champion Muhammad Ali refused to
be inducted into the Army, the same day Gen. William C. Westmoreland told Congress the U.S. "would prevail in Vietnam."
In 1969, French President Charles de Gaulle resigned his office.
In 1980, President Carter accepted the resignation of Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance, who had opposed the failed rescue mission to free
American hostages in Iran.
Ten years ago: A flight attendant was killed and 61 persons injured
when part of the roof of an Aloha Airlines Boeing 737 peeled back
during a flight from Hilo to Honolulu.
Five years ago: The first "Take Our Daughters to Work Day,"
promoted by the New York City-based Ms. Foundation, was held to
boost self-esteem of girls with invitations to a parent's workplace.
One year ago: In Philadelphia, President Clinton and three predecessors — George Bush, Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford — began
drafting a national army of community service volunteers during the
Presidents' Summit for America's Future.
Today's Birthdays: Syndicated columnist Rowland Evans is 77. Author Harper Lee ("To Kill a Mockingbird") is 72. Former Secretary
of State James A. Baker III is 68. The president of Iraq, Saddam Hussein, is 61. Actress-singer Ann-Margret is 57. Actress Marcia Strassman is 50. Actor Bruno Kirby is 49. Talk-show host Jay Leno is 48.
Actress Mary McDonnell is 45. Rock singer-musician Kim Gordon
(Sonic Youth) is 45. Rapper Too Short is 32. Actress Simbi Khali
("3rd Rock from the Sun") is 27. Rapper Big Gipp (Goodie Mob) is
25. Actress Melissa Joan Hart ("Sabrina the Teenage Witch") is 22.
Actor Nate Richert ("Sabrina the Teenage Witch") is 20.
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IF YOU DON'T LIKE 4OUR
HAIR SHORT fT'S NO 81C7
DEAL BECAUSE IT WILL ALL
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YEARS.
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.
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AS ALARPING AS
THE BIOLOGICAL CLOCK:
THE HAIR CLOCK.

DEAR ABBY Si1V ing the lives of
animals worlthAide is the goal of
more than 1.000 shelters throughout .the world. as they join together
on the weekend of May 2 for Pet
Adoptathon
Across the United States and
Canada. in England. France. Germany. Denmark Venezuela.
South Africa and Cyprus. animal
organizations will stay open longer
hours, host spectacular events, and
do whatever it takes to find loving
adoptive homes tiff as many shelter
pets as possible For foundling pets
it is a chance at a wonderful new
life. For potential adopters throughout the world, it is an opportunity to
find a new best friend.
Since North Shore Animal
League fOunded Pet Adoptathon in
1995, the event has been a continuing success. Last year alone, more
than 17,000 animal orphans began
a new and better life with folks who
love and care for them, thanks to
Pet Adoptathon. But there are still
many pets in shelters waiting tiff
just the right person to go home
with. That's why North Shore Animal League is calling upon animal
lovers everywhere to adopt a dog,
cat, puppy or kitten at a Pet Adoptathon shelter on Max' 2 and May :3.
The league is dedicated to making Pet Adoptathon '98 the biggest
and best ever for shelter animals
everywhere. Please. Abby, urge
your readers to open their hearts
and homes to the many lovable
orphaned pets who are available for
adoption. Their lives depend on it.
J. JOHN STEVENSON,
NORTH SHORE ANIMAL LEAGUE,
PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y.

DEAR JOHN: I'm pleased to
share this information with my
animal-loving readers. Wonder-

CONTRACT BRIDGE
East dealer.
East-West vulnerable.

i.e., moderate values, a method
that has gained many advocates in
NORTH
recent years.
J 97 5
The trouble with this type of
•K QJ 5 3 2
nebulous double is that it fre• K7
quently places the doubler's part"10
ner in a difficult position in choosWEST
EAST
ing a rebid. That's exactly what
•K Q 10 8 6
•A 4 3
happened here.
1110 7 6 4
V A 98
Considering that East had a
•8 4
* A 10 9 6 5 minimum opening bid — including
+A3
+J6
three aces — and no certainty of a
SOUTH
fit in any suit, it would seem that
•2
East's best choice was to pass and
•—
settle for defeating four clubs one
•Q J 3 2
or two tricks. But East elected to
46K Q9 8 7 5 4 2
rebid his flimsy five-card diamond
The bidding:
suit, and everyone passed.
East
South West North
Four diamonds did not fare
1•
4+
Dble
Pass
well. Nickell took the king of clubs
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
with the ace and ducked the eight
Opening lead — king of clubs.
of diamonds to South's jack.
Here is a second deal demon- Chemla cashed the club queen and
strating howjudgment,rather than led another club, ruffed by North
superior card play or esoteric bid- with the king and overruffed by the
ding systems, played a key role in ace.
France's victory over the United
Nickell returned the ten of diaStates in the 1997 World Team monds to South's queen and
Championship.
Chemla, who still had the 3-2 of
Today's deal occurred just past diamonds, forced declarer to ruff
the halfway point ofthe match in a another club, leaving Nickell with
segment that saw the French in- only one diamond. No matter how
crease their lead from 17 to 39 declarer continued, he could not
IMPs. The bidding shown took prevent Chemla from eventually
place when MichelPerron and Paul running his clubs, and the result
Chemla were North-South for was down five, minus 500.
France, playing against Nick
At the other table, South, Eric
Nickell and Richard Freeman of Rod well, bid five clubs rather than
the United States.
four at his first turn, was doubled
After Nickel's one diamond by West and wentdown two,losing
opening,Chemla elected to bid four two diamonds, a club and a spade
clubs with his 8-4-1-0 distribution. for minus 300. The combined loss
Freeman's double was not for pen- for the United States came to 800
alties, but instead showed "cards," points, or 13 IMPs.

CROSSWORDS

WWI VIKKi MOVED
f3PCK TO OoR 80_1-IDOL
Fnotvl WE-STLRKE,30
They GOT BACK TOGETHER,S0
SoRT

1110'0
FRIEND,CRAIG

CRAIG USED To
DAFE SHANNEN,
SO HE'S HANGIN'
WITH ME 1ii SHE
BREAKS UP WITH
gREIT.
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YIP!
yiP!

yip! yip/

1 Craze
4 —Chop
(Shari Lewis)
8 Radar
screen
image
12 Japanese
statesman
13 Hipbones
14 Ms. Barrett
15 2,000 lbs.
16 Dregs
18 Sudden gush
20 Not that
21 "— Deum"
22 Born (Fr.)
23 Cabbage
variety
27 Nickname for
TV comedian
29 "— Pan
Alley"
30 Hereditary
factors
31 Carney ID
32 Spanish
queen
33 Follows Fri
34 Allen ID
35 Young hog
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DEAR ABBY

safety project of the local club.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
James Payne on South Second
Street was destroyed by fire on
April 26.
Forty years ago
"Removal of the trees by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
on North Fourth Street presents a
new look for the whole street.
The trees were nice, but they
were gradually leaning towards
the street and tearing up the
sidewalk. The trees also shaded
the street light. At any rate it all
looks open now," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams, publisher.
Serving as new officers of
Murray High School ParentTeacher Association will be Mrs.
William Nall, Mrs. Ted Clack,
Mrs. Edwin Larson, Mrs. Frank
Dibble, Mrs. Edward F. Brunner,
Mrs. A.W. Russell and Mrs. W.C.
Elkins.
Fifty years ago
Dr. James C. Hart is now associated with the Houston McDevitt Clinic, Inc., as a director and will occupy an office on
the first floor as an eye, ear, nose
and throat specialist.
Dr. Herbert Halpert, head of
the English Department at Murray State College, has been asked
to speak before the general meting of the Foreign Language
Conference at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James R. Fowler,
April 10; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Barnett, April 21.
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37 River in
Germany
38 — de
cologne
39 Male children
40 Type of
cross
41 —player
42 Ms. Lupin°,
et al.
44 Ms. Rainer
47 Leather
source
(2 wds.)
51 Paving
substance
52 Possesses
53 "Ye —
Shoppe"
54 Approves
(abbr.)
55 Unit of power
56 Sight organs
57 Female ruff
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2 Over
3 Bakery
goods for
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19 Concerning

22 Ms. Peeples
24 Article
25 "Star Wars"
princess
26 Jacob's twin
27 Mama —
Elliot
28 — Rios,
Jamaica
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32 Simplest
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36 Running
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executive
40 Nevada lake
41 Copper
symbol
43"— Kildare"
44 Grant and
MernveMer
45 "For Pete's
46 Gaelic
47 Seed
48 Airline inits
49 Ending with
differ
50 34th ores

ful animals are placed in shelters through no fault of their
own, and adopting them is not
only compassionate, but a sensible way to acquire a furry family member.
For the name of your local
participating shelter, call the
league's Adoptathon hotline:
(800) 400-7729 or visit its Web
site: www.nsal.org.
DEAR ABBY

'Mar'.' and I
dated throughout college, but didn't
become sexually involved until our
senior year She discovered she was
pregnant two months before graduation, and we were married three
weeks after we got our diplomas
We have been married 10 years and
have two beautiful children.
We are both in good health and
hold down full-time jobs. My problem is my sex drive seems to be
increasing while Mary's is definitely
decreasing. On a scale of 1 to 10.
our sex life would probably be a -2--- for twice a month.
We have discussed this problem
and have even seen a marriage
counselor, who suggested that I look
for other things to bring satisfaction
to my life. I took his advice and
found a hobby I enjoyed. I also got
more involved in sports and spend
more time with the children. All of
these things are rewarding, but I
yearn for a more meaningful romantic relationship with my wife.
Please don't suggest flowers,
candy. etc. I have tried them with
little success. I even had an affair,
and although the immediate gratification was nice, the guilt was
intolerable.
I love my wife and would like our
marriage to last. Abby, suggestions
would be welcome.
FRUSTRATED HUSBAND

DEAR FRUSTRATED: It is
possible that holding down a
full-time job and being a mother
to two young children have left
your wife with little energy for
romance. Show her this letter,
and suggest that the two of you
get a referral to a licensed sex
therapist, in an effort to recapture the magic you had earlier
in your marriage. You are both
too young and have too much
invested in this relationship to
allow it to wither.

DR. GOTT
By Peter

H. Gott. M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have an
enlarged prostate gland for which my
urologist prescribed Proscar My
internist says that the drug is "useless, like taking sugar pills." What
should I do?
DEAR READER: Although the final
word on Proscar is not in, several
studies have shown that it does shrink
the prostate gland in a sizable proportion of men who use it. Is it right for
you? Only time will tell. Continue to
take Proscar and be monitored by
your urologist. If, after a few months,
your symptoms haven't abated and
your prostate hasn't become smaller.
stop the drug. On the other hand, if
improvement is obvious, your
internist may have to eat a little crow.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "The Prostate Gland." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017.
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a relative
in her 60s who was recently diagnosed
with ovarian cancer. I'm in my 60s and
have both ovaries. How can I be sure
that I don't have the same disease?
DEAR READER: Ovarian cancer is
justifiably one of the most feared
malignancies, because by the time it's
diagnosed, the tumor usually has
spread too extensively to be cured
This cancer accounts for about
24.000 new cases and 14.000 deaths a
year in the United States The affliction typically causes abdominal fullness and discomfort. The tumor may
be suspected from a special blood test
called the CA-I25 and is confirmed by
an ultrasound examination or
exploratory surgery.
Most authorities do not recommend
routine blood and ultrasound screening for healthy women without a family history of ovarian cancer. However.
in women with such a history, screening may be appropriate, although no
studies have proved that deaths from
this cancer are reduced by screening
In short, the testing is just too imprecise to justify its general use in
women without symptoms. Of course,
this is the hitch: By the time symptoms appear, the cancer may be
untreatable. Thus, a family history
may be the single most important factor in early diagnosis. Because each
situation is individualized, I suggest
that you follow your gynecologist's
advice with respect to periodic examinations, with or without the CA-125

test and ultrasonography.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is urine sterile?
DEAR READER: Yes. Normal
urine, as it is passed from the body,
contains no bacteria. Thus, microorganisms in the urine always indicate an infection somewhere in the
urinary tract. Some patients with
infected urine are free of symptoms,
but the majority of infections cause
frequency, burning, and blood in the
urine
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Hospice Volunteer Training Course
Hospice is a special kind of care for people with terminal illnesses and their families. Hospice
focuses on treating the physical, emotional and spiritual needs of the patient in a comfortable, secure
and supportive environment.
This program will be presented by Nancy Rose, RN, Hospice Director, and other MCCH professionals. Participants should attend both sessions on Fridays, May 15 and 22 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Third Floor Classroom of the hospital's Education Unit.
Continuing education credit can be received for this program (15 contact hours). For more information on receiving CEU credit, contact Carol Perlow at(502)762-1249.
Those interested in attending the program must preregister by Monday, May 11. Call Nancy Rose at
(502)762-1389 or 1-800-342-6224 or Carol Perlow at(502)762-1249.

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 762-1100

Skin Cancer Screening
A free Skin Cancer Screening Clinic is scheduled Saturday, May 16,from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m at the
MCCH Outpatient Services Center. This screening is held each year in conjunction with Skin Cancer
Prevention Month, sponsored by the American Academy of Dermatology.
Dr. John Bright, a board-certified dermatologist, will donate his time to conduct the screening clinic,
sponsored by Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This is a screening only for lesions suspected of being skin cancer. Medical treatment will not be
provided at the screening.
If you have concerns about a mole; a red, scaly patch; or a non-healing lesion, plan now to attend.
You must have an appointment for the free screening. To schedule an appointment, call(502)762-1388
or 1-800-342-6224.

Teenage Volunteer Program

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
celebrates National Hospital Week with
a full schedule of seminars, support
groups and screenings during May.
MCCH President Stuart Poston
explains the motivation behind National
Hospital Week, a 76-year-old nationwide
tradition of hospital celebrations:
"Hospitals are committed to the health
of their communities, and they want
people to know it. By celebrating our
accomplishments with the community
during National Hospital Week, we build
stronger ties with the people we're
devoted to helping."

Organizational Meeting
Friday, May 29 10:30 a.m.-noon; Third Floor Education Unit
Orientation (mandatory)
Tuesday, June 2 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.; Third Floor Education Unit
Thursday, June 4 8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. Third Floor Education Unit
Participants must be between 14 and 18 years old, attend both sessions of orientation and commit to
work four hours per week for the nine-week summer program. For more information, call Ethelyn
Loberger at(502)762-1276 or Kathy Hodge at(502)762-1381.

Health

%t

Skin Care 101 Saturday Seminar

Caring

Saturday Seminars are offered free to the public by MCCH to help people become acquainted with
topics affecting your health.
Skin Care 101 will be presented by Jane Howard, RN, BSN, on Saturday, June 13,from 9 to 11
a.m. Jane has nine years experience in the field of dermatology as clinical assistant for Dr. John Bright,
a board-certified dermatologist in Murray.
This program will cover the A, B, C and D's of skin that you never learned in school. This is a
perfect time of year for you to learn more about protecting and caring for your skin.
To preregister for this Saturday Seminar, call(502)762-1388 or 1-800-342-6224. You must preregister by Thursday, June 11.

Camp Hava-Lota-Fun for children with diabetes

!
L:\
I
Community

I \I

Sponsored by MCCH,Camp Hava-Lota-Fun is a free day camp for school-age children with diabetes. It will be held Saturday, June 20 from 8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at Murray State University's Carr
Health Building. Pre-schoolers are welcome to participate if they are accompanied by a parent. All
participants will learn more about diabetes while participating in a day filled with fun activities.
Staffing will include nurses, dietitians, physicians and community volunteers. Appropriate meals
and snacks, as well as materials for games will be provided.
Preregistration is required by June 15. Contact Certified Diabetes Educator Ann Ingle at
762-1490 or 1-800-342-6224 for registration and medical forms that must be completed.

1
SUPPORT GROUPS
Alzheimer's Disease Information

Compassionate Friends

Education Meeting:Tues., May 12
Support Group Meeting:Tues., May 26
4:30 p.m., Board Room
Contact Cindy Ragsdale, (502) 762-1108 or
Joretta Randolph, (502) 753-5561. Shared
Care, adult day care, will sit with Alzheimer's
clients while caregivers attend this meeting.
Call Susan Plunkett, LPN at (502) 753-0576.
Shared Care is also open Mon. - Fri.. 7:30
a.m. - 4 p.m., providing respite for caregivers
and supervised activities for clients at Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar Street.

Thursday, May 28, 7:30 p.m.
Board Room
Contact Director of Pastoral Care and Counseling,
Mike Rumble, (502) 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett,
(901) 498-8324.

Wednesdays, May 6 & 20, 10:30 a.m.
Private Dining Room
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN, MSN, CS,
(502) 762-1485.

HE KNOWS THE RIGHT DOCTOR FOR 10U

Diabetics Taking Control
Support Group

Thursday, May 14, 9:30 a.m.
Private Dining Room
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN, MSN, CN,
(502) 762-1485

Monday, May 4,6:30 p.m.
Private Dining Room
"Traveling with Diabetes: A Personal Experience",
presented by Bill Boyd, retired president of Peoples
Bank. Boyd, who has diabetes, recently traveled
abroad and will share his successful experiences with
diabetes management. For more information, call
Ann Ingle, RN, CDE, at (502) 762-1490 or the MCCH
Nutrition Center at (502) 762-1533.

Cancer Support
Group Meetings: Tuesday, May 5,
3 p.m., Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose, RN. Patient Advocate,
(502) 762-1389 or Mary Linn. MSN and
Clinical Specialist. (502) 762-1447

Epilepsy Support
Monday, May 18, 5:30 p.m.
Shared Care, Weaks Community Center,
607 Poplar Street
Contact Denise Satterwhite, AN,
(502) 762-1537

Cardiac Support
Tuesday, May 12, 10:00 a.m.
Private Dining Room
Contact Sherry Crittenden. RN,
(502) 762-1170

Miracle Moments is pleased to
offer the perinatal classes listed below.
Preregistration is required for all
classes and fees may be paid at the
first class.
For cl,),,s jforu,at,on and preregistratirfr, --ill. (502) 762-1425 or
1-800-342-6224. Preregister for:
• May Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., April 27, May 4, 11 & 18
Option 2: Thurs., May 7, 14, 21 & 28, 7 - 9 p m
Hospital Education Unit
• Refresher!: Mon., May 4 & 11; 7 - 9 p.m
• Refresher II: Thurs, May 14 & 21; 7 - 9 p.m
• New Parents' Support Group:
Tues, May 19, Sick Child Care Center,
3rd floor, 7 - 8 p m.
• Sibling Class:
Tuesday, May 12, 7 - 8 p m., Private Dining Room
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour
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• June Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., June 1, 8, 15 & 22; 7 - 9 p.m
Option 2: Thurs., June 4, 11, 18 & 25; 7 - 9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
• Refresher I: Mon., June 8 & 15; 7 - 9 p.m.
• Refresher II: Thurs., June 11 & 18; 7 - 9 p.m.
• New Parents' Support Group:
Tues., June 16, Sick Child Care Center,
3rd floor, 7 - 8 p m
• Sibling Class:
Tues., July 14, 7 - 8 p m, Private Dining Room
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour
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The hospital's Health Express
will be offering blood pressure
checks, pulse, cholesterol and
triglyceride screenings at its
stops during the month of May.
Under most circumstances,
cholesterol and triglyceride levels
should be checked every five
years. Only patrons who present
a written prescription from their
physician will be screened more
often.
The cholesterol(HDIADL)
and triglyceride screening
requires a food fast (water only)
for 14 hours. The charge is $ 15.
A stool for Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for
$4. This screening detects blood
in the stool.
These screenings are offered
to detect disease in its earliest
stages when there are no
symptoms of disease. If you are
experiencing symptoms, you
should see your physician.
Tuesday, May 5
Aurora
Kenlake Hotel
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Harrington'S
Lake Stop
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
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Wednesday, May 6
• Murray
Save-A-Lot Food
Store
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Thursday, May 7
Dover, TN
Uncle Joe's
Discount Center •
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
New Concord
Bob's Corner
1:00-3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, May 12
Hazel
Dee's Bank
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Midway
Wisehart's Grocery
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 13
Murray
Post Office
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Thursday, May 14
• Canton
Lakeview One Stop
9:00 - 11:00 a.m.
Cadiz
First Baptist Church
12:30- 2:30 p.m.
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Tuesday, May 19
Wingo
Town Square
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Sedalia
First Baptist Church
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 20
Murray
Kroger
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Thursday, May 21
Symsonia
Peoples First Bank
of Graves County
9:00- 11:30 a.m.
Hardin
Public Library
1:00- 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, May 26
• Murray
Court Square
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 27
• Murray
Public Library
8:30- 11:30 a.m.

